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Resolution
focuses on
civil service
salary hikes
By Shauna Gustafson
Administration editor

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Student Senate member Art Davis talks with concerned students Wednesday night during the Student Senate meeting in the hallway outside of the Arcola/Tuscola Room at the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. These students left the student senate meeting upset
because they believed they were disrespected by senate speaker Jeremy Ruppel.

Dispute surrounds search for new director
By Christine Demma
Staff writer
About 15 students walked out of the student senate meeting Wednesday night after
they believed the speaket· of the senate had
shov.rn disrespect towards them.
Eboni Jett, a senior psychology and
Afiican-Ametican studies major, addressed
the senate with concetns in the stability of
the Afiican-Ametican studies program.
The search for a new Afiican-Amet'ican
studies director has been postponed because
thet·e was not enough intet-est for the position, Jett said.
"Without a director, thet·e cannot be a
program," Jett said. ''1he future of the program is vety unclear."
Jett asked Student Senate for suppott

either vocally or in the fonn of a letter. At
this point, a member of the audience raised
his hand and Jeremy Ruppel, speaker of the
senate, said that there would not be any fiu·ther questions asked at this time.
The audience believed that Ruppel's
statement was directed towards them and
walked out.
Ruppel said the request not to ask any
fiuiher questions was directed to senate
members, not audience members.
The member of the audience was not
recognized because another person, Jett,
was speaking on the tlo01~ Ruppel said.
Taiesha Mikell, a junior accounting
major, believed the audience was treated
with disrespect when trying to speak and
was intenupted.
''We came here to address issues because

this is where we come for help," Mikell said.
"I apologize for any misunderstanding
and it was my fuult that I did not explain the
procedlU'e of audience participation with a
new audience," Ruppel said.
Liz Halbert, a senior speech conununication majot~ said Ruppel was mde to some
Afi'ican-Americans who spoke during audience patticipation. She said Ruppel cut some
speakers off and did not recognize others.
Halbett also said senate member Tiffanny
Vandevet· should not have called for a roll
call vote while some senators wet·e in the
haJ.lv.ray addressing the audience membet'S'
coneetns.
She said she called a roll call vote
because members should have called

See SENATE Page 2

The Illinois House Committee on Higher
Education voted Feb. 24 in supp01t of a resolution
lll'ging public universities to work toward salaty equity for civil service workers.
The resolution, co-sponsored by State Rep. Dale
Righter (D-Mattoon), btings attention to the fact that
salat'ies have risen for administratot'S and faculty
members across the state, while civil setvice worket'S
salat'ies have lagged behind.
Although the Illinois pet· capita income has t'isen
93.6 percent between 1985 and 1999, the weighted
average salaty for civil setvice wotkers at universities
across the state has tisen only 77.2 percent, according
to an Illinois Boat·d of Higher Education repott fi:om
Feb. 2, and a press release fi:om the University
Professionals of Illinois.
University presidents salaties have risen an average of 126.87 percent and faculty salat'ies have t'isen
80.40 pet-cent across the state in the same time pet'iod.
Eastetn has been above the avet·age in the civil service worket'S salaty equality changes, averaging 95.4
pa·cent increases from 1985 to 1999.
"Eastem is doing better than most," said Ron
Ettinger, UPI vice president. "I think this is one place
whet·e Eastern can take credit for doing some good
work."
The resolution, which will recommend to univet·sities to strive for more salaty equity, is not a law, but
more a statement and suggestion, Righter said.
''1he resolution simply asks univet·sities to pay
more attention to their lowest paid," Ettinger said.
Righter said the resolution urges schools to
remembet· the imp01tance of civil setvice workers to
the univet'Sity.
"I think it is an impot1ant issue," Righter said. "I
just want to make sure we don't forget how imp01tant
the people at-e who make the universities run."
Ettinger said the House often will pass a resolution
if they see something they think should be done differently.
"It's a way of gently urging universities to do
something ... it goes over a. lot bettet·," Ettinger said.
"I'm pretty confident it will pass the House."

Proposed course's test sparks controversy
By Sara E. Figiel
Staff editor
Standardized exatnS being used
as both a component in calculating students' grades, and also as
an assessment for the economics
program, is raising controversy
about a newly proposed capstone
cow·se.
Capstone courses inc01porate
the imp011ant fundamental themes
of a major into one interacting
cow·se.
"A capstone course in a discipline gives students a sense of
accomplishment," said Larry
Bates, economics professor. "The
course will develop and prepare
students so that they will perfonn

better in the world and feel better
conceming their prepat·ation."
In the economics course, students will review macroeconomics, micro economics and statistics
as they prepare to write an undergraduate research paper. Students
will leam and apply research
skills in original research under
the supervision of faculty, Bates
said.
The economics depattment is
proposing that there be 10 students to every one faculty member
in the course, to allow better interaction between faculty and students.
The course will enable faculty
to counsel students conceming
their development in economics,

Bates said.
"Some find one aspect of the
course (to be) controversial," he
said.
The course would include an
assessment of students' knowledge in economics through the
administering of a standardized
test.
This standardized test has a
dual pwpose of both evaluating
students' knowledge against that
of other students nationwide, and
assessing the economics program.
The test also will count as 30 percent or less of the grade.
Council on Academic Affairs
Chair Bill Addison said the CAA
is waiting to get information from
the Committee for the Assessment

of Student Learning before they
vote on the course.
In the letter from CASL to the
CAA, the appropriateness of the
usage of standardized tests as an
assessment tool within a department was based on the following
three criteria:
• Objectives for student leaming must be clearly atticulated
throughout the program
• Any evaluation tool must
match these objectives
• The match must be sufficiently close so that test scores m·e
credible evidence that students
have or have not mastered the
objective
Those opposing the installment
of this course are against the use

of standat·dized tests as patt of a
students' grade.
"I atn totally opposed to the
use of standard exatns for a course
grade when it is done for assessment," said Craig Ecket1, associate
sociology and anthropology professor. "I could never envision ow·
depatt ment using standard exatnS."
Ecke1t said when assessment
began at Eastem 10 years ago, it
was said that neither faculty or
students would be hwt by assessments.
If it is such that they are going
to change the principle of assessments then it should be based on
solid reseat·ch, Eckett said.
''A principle is either a principle or not," Eckett said.
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CHICAGO (AP) - A liter of
hard liquor cost Illinois buyers a
buck or two more Wednesday than
it did eight months ago, and the
liquor industiy is pointing fingers
about who's to blame for the price
mcreases.
An increase imposed Wednesday
by Illinois' top supplier and top disuibutor means a bottle of Jose
Cuervo Gold tequila, for example,
has gone up another· dime. Since
June 30, a smvey of state retailer-s
shows, the tequila is up $1.16.
Retailers say the overall
increase is a result of a state law
passed last year to protect distlibu-

Senate
from Pagel
a recess if they wer-e leaving the
meeting. SenatOI"S need to be pt-esent to vote on the issues that are
being discussed.
"That's why they are in the
assembly," Vandever said.
Halbert also inf01med student
senate on the Afiican-American
cultme~l house that is to be built as
patt of the univer-sity's Campus
Master· Plan in an at-ea of 7th
Street. Halbett said she wanted to
sme
that
Student
make
Govenunent would see the house
was built.
In other business, the senate
tabled the approval of Katie Cox
as vice president for public affuit-s
because Student Body President
Mike Leshoure was not present at
the meeting.
The senate also passed a t-esolution to extend the 24-hom computer lab hom-s by 10 and a half
hours on the weekends.
"We want to efficiently tun the
lab and we don't want to hit-e extra
staff and tun up costs when no one
is in the lab," said Bill Whitsman,
director of inf01mation technology
systems.
The senate also heard a presentation fi:om Jill Nilsen, acting vice
president for external relations.
She said the univer-sity will
enhance promotion by fomling
conunittees for customer service,
a new visual identity program
such as new logo and color
schemes, new publications and
videos.
The senate passed a bylaw to
change the time that all legislation
would need to be handed in before
a senate meeting to keep in compliance v.rith the Open Meetings Act
The bylaw that would state
whether materials wer-e sponsored
by Student Govenunent was committed to intemal affait-s.
The senate also passed a t-esolution recommending a sign be put
on all goods and setvices paid for
by student fees costing mot-e than
$1,000.

tors from losing business.
Disuibutors say the ptice
inct-ease should not be an issue at all.
"This isn't about water or oxygen," said Guy Chipparoni, a
spokesman for Judge & Dolph,
which controls about 30 percent of
the wholesale liquor business in
illinois. "This is about liquor."
Chippat·oni and othet"S connected to the disuibution arm of the
liquor ti-ade said they are chat·ging
more for liquor because it costs
them more to get it - because of
higher liquor taxes and higher
prices fi:om suppliers.
Paul Jenkins, CEO of the Wine

and Spit-its Disuibutors of illinois,
said the increases at·e nothing out of
the ordinaty, but are being wrongly
interpreted and exploited by those
who want to nix the yeat·-old law.
"It's pme politics," Jenkins
said.
Wednesday's price increases
involved only Judge & Dolph, and
expetts said they appeared to be
tied to increases by one supplier,
United Distillet"S and Vintners of
N01th Ametica.
But retailers say stores and
buyers across illinois are being
hmt by the long-tetm, unwan-anted inflation.

2 killed in Pittsburgh
shooting rampage
WILKINSBURG, Pa. (AP) A gunman who t-epOitedly flew
into a mge over a broken door went
on a rampage Wednesday, shooting
a maintenance wotker at his apattment and customer·s at two fastfood t-estaurants before sml·ender·ing to police dming a hostage
standoff. Two people were killed
and three ctitically wounded.
Ronald
Taylor,
39,
of
Wilkinsbm-g, was anested in an
office building after he kept police
at bay for about two homs, holding
fom· or five people in wheelchairs
hostage at a senior hospice center.
During the standoff, more than
three-dozen children from a thirdfloor day-care center in the building were evacuated, along with
other workers.
Taylot~ who was not immediately chat-ged, was to be atraigned
Wednesday night.
Police refused to comment on
a motive, but a worker at Taylor's
apattment building said the suspected gunman was angty that
workers had not repaired his broken apartment door fast enough.
" He said, ' You're all white
u·ash, racist pigs,"' maintenance
worker John DeWitt told The
Associated Press.
DeWitt said he left to work on
another apartment but later saw
one of his colleagues canying
another maintenance worker, who
had been shot. DeWitt said he saw
Taylor, who is black, walking
toward the restaurants.
The shooting spree began
about 11 : 15 a.m. in this workingclass suburb about nine miles east
of downtown Pittsbm·gh. Police,
responding to a call at the man's
home, followed him to the restaurants and chased him into the
office building.
Fom people were shot at the
Burger King and McDonald's
restaurants in the borough of
about 21,000 people.
Wilkinsbmg police Chief

Gerald Brewer said two people
were dead and tlu·ee were in ctitical condition in Pittsburgh at·ea
hospitals. At least tv.ro of the victims were shot in the head, said
doctors at Univet-sity of Pittsburgh
Medical Center-Presbyterian.
The Allegheny County coroner's office said the two dead
were John Kroll, 55, of Cabot,
and Joseph Healy, 71 , of
Wilkinsbmg. Only one of the
other victims, Richard Clinger,
was identified.
Clinger was shot while sitting
in his van in the McDonald's pat·king lot, his stepdaughter said.
"Me and my stepfather wer·e
sitting in the tiuck, and this guy
just walked up and statted shooting," said Candy Zatnbo, who was
unhmt. "I thought maybe he was
going to ask for directions or
something. He just turned and
walked into McDonald's."
Brewer· said police were called
to a hospital neat· the McDonald's
for a report of a gunshot victim. At
that time, he said, his officet"S were
told that the shooter was at a neat·by apattment. When police atl·ived
at Woodside Apartments, they
found the man's fifth-floor apattment engulfed in flatnes.
Almost inunediately, rep01ts
catne in about a gunshot victim at
the Burger King and at the
McDonald's. The two restaurants
are located less than a half-mile
fi·om the apattment and about 100
yat·ds apart fi:om each other.
Brewer· said his officers saw
Taylor running away from the
McDonald's and chased hitn into
the office building. Taylor shot at
officers twice as he ran to the
building, Brewer said. Police
never retmned fire, he said.
Police cordoned off and evacuated the building. The hostages,
who had been held in a room on
the first-floot~ were released safely before Taylor stmendered,
police said.
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largest
donation
in history

CARBONDALE (AP) - A
retit·ed chemistiy professor has
donated $3 million to Southem
Illinois
University
at
Catbondale, the lat·gest gift ever
given to the univet-sity by an
individual, school officials said
Wednesday.
The gift from Cal Meyers, a
distinguished professor emetitus at SIU, will be used to create the Meyers Institute for
Interdisciplinary Research in
Organic
and
Medicinal
Chemistiy. The institute will
focus on basic reseat·ch, which
Meyers said is suffering from
the cm1·ent emphasis on applied
science such as computer technology.
''At some point we will say,
' Where are all our organic
chemists?"' Meyers said.
Meyers, 73, will setve as the
institute's unpaid executive
dit·ector.
"I love this stuff. And I want
to do what I love," he said.
Univet-sity officials said $2.5
million of the gift will be used
to create an endowed ftmd for
the institute.
The remaining $500,000 will
be placed in an annuity tiust to
benefit the SIU Foundation, the
ftmd-raising atm of the univer-sity.
Raymond Lenzi, SIUC's acting vice chancellor for institutional advancement, said the gift
is extremely important to the
school 's futm·e.
"This gift creates a t-esearch
institute that will benefit students, faculty and society for as
long as SIUC exists," Lenzi said.
It will add greatly to our
research and academic reputation and give us recognition with
corpomtions and other t-esearch
entities around the countiy.
"This gift also sets a new
standard for what's possible in
om· ftmd-raising efforts at the
SIU Foundation," he said.

Correction
An atticle in Wednesday's edition
of The Daily Easten1 News incon·ectly stated the tunes for the annual
"Read Across Ametica with Dr.
Seuss" progratn. The event will be
held fi·om 6:30 to 8 p.m. today.
The satne story also incorrectly
stated how long the program has been
in existence. The program has been in
existence for tlu·ee yeat-s.
The News regrets the enors.
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New legal counsel
ready to lay down
the law at Eastern
By Shauna Gustafson

' ' _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Administration editor

Administrators said Wednesday
that Joseph Ban·on has accepted the
position oflegal cmmsel at Eastem.
Ban·on, who cunently works as
general counsel to the Kansas
Board of Regents, will begin work
at Eastem April 17.
Ban·on will be responsible for
overseeing all university legal matters and advising the president, vice
presidents and administration.
"I'm looking f01w ard to being
back on a campus where I can work
directly with faculty, staff and students," he said in a press release.
The Kansas Board of Regents
legally advises six universities, 19
community colleges and seven
technical schools, Bmron said.
"Mr. Ban·on's broad experience
is an excellent fit for Eastem," said
Eastem President Cm·ol Surles in a
press release.
"We are fortunate to have
attracted this first-rate attomey to
our vacant post. His personable
demeanor combined with his
wealth of knowledge will serve our
administration well."
Ban·on said he is excited about

I'm looking forward to being
back on a campus where I
can work directly with
faculty, staff and students.
Joseph Barron,
new legal counsel for Eastern

______

,,

coming to a mediUlll size school.
He said his primmy role at Kansas
is with policy.
"A large school gets pretty complex and impersonal," Bmron said.
He said he looks forw m·d to
more hands on legal work.
"Quite frankly, that's more ftm,"
Bmmn said.
Before working with the
Kansas Board of Regents, Banon
worked as Associate General
Counsel at the University of
Florida, Gainesville, and as a sole
practitioner in Clearwater, Fla.
Bmmn received his law degree
from Suffolk University in Boston.
He also spent nine years in the Air
Force.

Jeff Yeagle I Staff photographer

Puppy love
Nicole Ohm, a sophomore undecided major, holds her new Labrador retriever puppy
Wednesday afternoon on the Northeast steps outside of Coleman Hall. Ohm and her puppy,
which does not have a name yet, were outside in the windy weather playing. Today should
be sunny and not as windy with a high of 47.

USA Today honors Eastern student with academic award
'It's great to be recognized; says winner of honorable mention for All-USA College Academic Teams
By John Curtis
Staff writer

She ranks among the top 100 students in America, but she did not
know it until she read it in USA
Today.
Looking in the Feb. 17 edition of
USA Today, Eastem student Paterna.
Esmail saw her name listed as an
honorable mention in the two-page
color spread, which aiUlounced the
11th aiUlual USA Today All-USA
College Academic Temns, and she
was pleasantly swprised.
"They sent me a postcard
acknowledging receipt of my application. But that's all," Esmail said.
"It is great to be recognized with
such a high caliber of students."
Esma.il 's honorable mention carries more weight in the program
than one may realize, said Tracy
Briggs, coordinator of the USA
Today program.
"The preliminary round of judging nmrows the field to 120 students. From that point on, it's more
mt than science," Briggs said. "We

QUIET, CLEANI
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~
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Wood Real Estate
Jim Wood, broker
Independently OloWl4ld and opemed

never say the top 20 (first team) m·e
the best 20. They are just the first
team representatives of a select, yet
diverse, group of the most outstanding students."
The selected group of students
speak 23 languages and have been
to every continent but Antm·ctica.
They have made contributions in
the mts and sciences, as well as
hUlllanities and technology. They
m·e fi·om colleges and hometowns
across the country and their ages
range from 15 to 23. They m·e men
and women fi:om a bouquet of ethnic backgrounds.
Of the 828 students who were
nominated, the USA Today program
selected a first, a second and a third
team consisting of 20 students each
and another 40 students were
selected as honorable-mentions. Of
the 22 students fi·om illinois colleges that were nominated, four
were chosen.
Esmail was selected not only for
her· scholarship, but also for her
leadership, her· campus activities,
her· honors and awm·ds and for her

original outstanding intellectual
product, which was a psychology
study.
Her selection involved t\¥o
rounds of evaluations by two different panels of judges from several
national associations of universities, a hUlllanities progranuner fi·om
the Smithsonian Institute and a former astronaut from the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science.
Herbert Lasky, director of the
Honors Program at Eastern, suggested that Esmail, an honors student, apply for the USA team, and
she did so reluctantly.
"I was pretty hesitant about it,"
Esmail said. " It was based on an
intellectual product and I wasn't
sure how what I did would compm·e."
Esmail sent in the appropriate
information, accompanied by supporting letters from Lasky and
Esmail's boss, Jennifer Hagerstrom,
the medical technologist at Health
Services.
A nominating letter also was sent

by Cmidad Brito, Esmail's psychology adviser for the past two yem-s.
" It was a pleasw-e to do it," Brito
said. "Fatema is one of the top four
or five overall students I've had.
She understands that education
extends beyond the classroom.
She's not only academically gifted,
but she's also a very sociable person and cormnitted to a long-term
goal of being a medical physician. I
am very happy to nominate her."
A psychology group project for
Brito was Esmail 's intellectual
product. She led the group, testing
the effects of different kinds of
advertising on introductory psychology students. Her description
of the experiment in the application
to USA Today, as well as Brito's
description, was a key element in
her selection.
A senior double-major in psychology and biology in only her
third year of college, Esma.il has
emned distinction in both m·eas of
her study. Judy Jmnes, biology professor, said Esmail won the biology
depmtment's Hugh C. Ra.wls Awm·d

for 1999.
Esmail also is a member of the
Beta Beta Beta Biology Honor
Society, the secretary of the Alpha
Epsilon Delta Pre-Health Professionals Honor Society and is on the
Honors Council, which evaluates
applications for student scholm·ships.
As a freshman, she helped
Jeffi:ey Laursen, associate professor
of biology, with a project on pro-asites and snails. Last year, she was a
teaching assistant for Bryan Miller,
associate biology professor, in a
human anatomy class.
This year, Esmail assists Kip
McGillim·d, associate biology professor~ in a hUlllan physiology class.
She also has worked for t\¥o yem·s
in the lab at Health Services.
Planning to graduate next
spring, Esmail will begin applying
this sUllllller to medical school, and
hopes to practice as a physician. A
native of Lombm·d, she hopes to
achieve her goals in the Chicago
m·ea to be close to her fmnily, which
includes t\¥o younger brother·s.
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Race relations a concern at Eastern

The Daily Eastern News
I

I

the place where most people,
his is in response to
Amanda Powers' let"It hurts to be the especially people of color, find
safety and ,-alidation. It's very
ter on Feb. 24 in Yowonly person of
important that people's feelings
TW"ll titled "Article
exaggerates racial tension." As
color in class and are \"alidated and most of the
time you can get that from
a freshman here on Eastern's
campus. I have to first
the teacher knows someone who knows exactly
applaud you for being able to
your face, name
what you are going through (be
express you opinions on such
Yolanda Vivian
and your every
it gender. race. religion, etc.)
Williams
This doesn't mean we don't
a taboo subject. It is very
interesting to see that a person
move ..."
want to be associated with
who has been on this campus
Guest columnist
other cultw·es, just embraced
- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -- awhile by our own until some
let's see ... 45 weeks today
have such a clear view of race relations on this campus.
of the pain subsides. Being a student and person of color
You mention that you have never "heard nor seen any
on a predominately white campus, this is necessaty for our
conunents or suggestions given fi:om one race to another"
sw-vival.
and why should you? Yow· 45 week experience and your
As for the the "racial war on tllis campus," I'm not sure
race would nu·ely denote any conunents or suggestions to
what context this was said, but I, too, wouldn't say it was a
be tlu·own yow- way. To say that The Daily Eastern News
race war brewing. However, I would say that racial tension
could ''print such a false message" and it "seemed to ereexists in some areas of Eastem atld that there at-e big problems that need to be erased on a campus that promotes cuiate an itnage of distinct racial problems on Eastem's campus" because you have not seen them is ridiculous. So
tural diversity in most of its literature.
Amanda, you are young and I understand it is "safe" for
does that mean God doesn't exist because you don't see
Him? You don't have to see or hear the problems that exist
you right now to see the world through rose colored glasson campus for them to be true.
es, but one day they will have to come off. One day you
I have been on Eastem 's campus since the fall of 1993
will see the world (or this campus) as it really is - a place
as an undergraduate. graduate and now faculty member,
where everyone isn 't nice or friendly -A place where
and I would have to say that I wouldn't still be here if I
people and students come from all o\-et· and bring what was
didn't like being a part of Eastern's atmosphere.
embedded in them from birth (pos itive or negative) then
However. many others and I ha\"e liYed, dealt, fought
told to "live in the same building. work in the same office
and are still fighting with subtle and overt racism on this
and eat in the same cafeteria" with those same embedded
campus and it hurts. It htu1s to be called names when you
images and like it. A place where racism. sexism and
are walking down the street or in the quad. It htu1s to be
homophobia to some degree lives and breathes (even here
at Eastem). That day for you. like it was for others will be a
the only person of color in class and the teacher knows
yow- face, name and your eve1y move (good or bad). It
painful day. One you won 't forget, but one that will change
hurts to be the only person of color on yow- residence hall
yow- life forever and for you. I hope for the better.
You mentioned "the fu-st mle of jotuualism is that there
floor or the depattment you work in, but what htu1s most
of all is to have someone tell you that it doesn't exist
are two sides to every st01y." Actually there are tlu·eebecause they haven't seen it happen. All these things were
yours, mine and then the tmtl1. Tllis Amanda, is my tmth.
and are real for me and will be a pa11 of the person I was,
• Yolanda Vivian Williams is a director of academic services for
am and will be, forever.
You also mentioned that you haven't heard or seen any
athletes and a guest columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her
problems because ''we as students sepat·ate ourselves."
e-mail address is yvwilliams.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of
Well, that's OK. It's called findit1g a "comfort zone." It's
the author.

Rinton T
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Deserving
more pay
hile the faculty and administration
are important to the fimctioning
of a university, there is one group
that sometimes goes unnoticed the civil service workers. These people include
building serv ice workers, electricians, plumbers
and grounds gardeners. They help to keep
Eastem's campus mnning efficiently and are
essential to the university evety day.
Recently the Illinois House Committee on
Higher Education called on public universities to
try to raise the salaries for civil service employees. The committee voted unanimously in supp01t
of a bill that points out that Illinois per capita
income increased by
Salary equity
93.6 percent since
An Illinois House committee is
1985. Of these increasshowing its support for ina-easthe salaries of public
es,
ing salaries for civil service
university presidents
workers.
and chancellors rose
129.6 percent and civil service salaries increased
only 77.2 percent.
State Rep. Dale Righter (D-Mattoon), co-sponsor of the resolution, said its pmpose is to ensure
civil service workers are not forgotten because
they are crucial to mnning universities.
It is refi:eshing to see those at the state level are
supporting civil setvice workers through this
request for salaty equity. However, Eastem is
ahead of other public universities in tetms of
sala1y for civil setvice workers. Ron Ettinger, vice
president of University Professionals of Illinois,
said Eastem has worked harder than other schools
to increase the salaty of civil service workers.
Although Eas tem has done more than other
public universities to increase salati.es for civil
service workers, the push for better salaty should
continue. This resolution is a good statt on a path
to making sure university civil setv ice workers
get the recognition they desetve.
Without civil service workers, the university
would shut down completely. These ru·e the people who work hard eve1y day doing j obs most
people take for granted. It's about time state representatives take the initiative to increase these
worker's salaries.

W

,, _____________________

• The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

Today's quote
All work, even cotton spinning is noble; work
alone is noble ...
Thomas Carlyle
Scottish essayist and historian,1795-1881

_____________________
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Textbook Rental issue
raises a few questions
Regat·ding Textbook Rental
Set-vice I think that finally talking
about it in tem1S of buying or renting
books and saving or not savit1g students money should not and catmot be
the issue.
The issue must sitnply be education. Are our students gettittg a better
education with textbook rental in
place, or are they getting a worse education, or is the fact that the students
rent books a non-factor in their education?
That is the only question a un..i\-ersity should be addressing. We at
Eastern are blessed to have one of the

Your
tum
Letters to the editor
best Colleges of Education in the
state, if not the Midwest. What do
professionals trait1ed in education say
about ow- cwTent system? What does
the 1-esearch on how students learn say
about whether or not they own the
texts they study from? Do students
learn just as well when they are not
allowed to write in the margins of
their texts or highlight key passages?
These questions seem to be answerable, and perllaps the College of
Education will address these issues

Send l etters to the editor via e-mail to cumkm7@pen.eiu.edu

critically, rationally and pedagogically.

John Guzlowski
English professor

Letter policy
The Dai~v Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national atld intemational issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author's name, telephone number and address. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will
not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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Ex-convict to discuss drunken driving world
By
•
Jessica Personette

alcohol level of .17 at the time of the accident.
Stemer and his friends videotaped their entire vacation up until 15 minutes before the accident.
Stemer will wear his orange prison unif01m while
showing parts of that video at the lecture, said Jessica
Skiff, UB lectures coordinator.
Since the accident, Stetner has traveled to diffet·ent
universities around the country to share his story. His
message has reached more than 300,000 students since
1995, a press release stated.
The members of the UB hope the lecture will remain
fresh in students' minds as they go out and have fun in
on their vacations, Skiff said.
"We feel this presentation v.ill impact students a great
deal, especially since it's right before spring break,"
Skiff said.
The lecture is fi·ee for Eastem students.

Staff writer

A former drunk drivet· will talk about the consequences of his actions in the Univet·sity Board lecture
"DUI: A Powerful Lesson."
The lecture will be conducted at 7 p.m. Thursday in
Buzzard Hall Auditorium.
Mark Stemer spent 23 months in prison and received
three felony convictions after killing three fi'iends in a
drunk dr-iving accident, according to a press release.
Stemer, a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon, and four
fi·atemity brothers wet·e on spr-ing break in Flor-ida when
the crash occull'ed. They did not designate a sober driver but chose the least drunk person to dr-ive them home.
Stemer was elected to dr-ive.
A press release said tests revealed he still had a blood

Eastern sends delegation to Greek conference
By Jennifer Rigg
Staff writer

The Interfi·atetnity and Panhellenic Councils of Eastem recently
attended a conference in Rosemont,
hosted by the Mid-Amet'ican Greek
Council Association.
A port ion of the convention is
dedicated to recognizing outstanding programming efforts of university and college Greek Communities fi·om across the nation.
Seventeen states belong to the
region and the conference, which is
held annually, and has as many as
2000 attendees.
" It helps council people in the
Greek Community on how to create
a. better campus," said Katie Bielenberg, president of the Panhellenic
Council and member of the Alpha.
Gamma Delta soror-ity.
Forty-two people fi·om Eastetn
attended the confet-ence including all
eight sorority and 11 fie~temity chap-

ter presidents along with the
Interfi<ltetnity Council and Panhellenic Council Executive Boards.
Eastem sent one of the largest delegations to the convention.
Eastem's Panhellenic Council
received awards for academic
achievement, community service,
membership recruitment and retention and public relations.
The council also was a. finalist
for the Southerland Award, which
goes to the council that exemplifies
an outstanding greek community.
The Interfratemity Council
received five awards, including
community service, membership
recruitrnent and retention, public
relations, risk reduction, management, self-govemance and judicial
affairs.
The Intetn·atetnity Council also
was a finalist for the JeallisonAward
which is similar to the Panhellenic
Council Southerland Award.
The attendees spent the weekend

attending workshops and listening
to keynote speakers on topics covering all aspects of greek life.
Bielenberg said workshops were
available on topics such as leadership, diversity, building a change,
irnage, cormnunity serv ice and spirituality.
Smallet· workshops called hottopics, which were smaller classes
on topics such as marketing, hazing
and planning unforgettable events
also wet·e available.
Attendees of the conference also
heard keynote speakers. Among
those speakers was Will Kiem.
"He is a. phenomenal speaker,"
Bielenberg said. "He spoke about
how to come out of a bad reputation
and make ritual and leadership
more important."
Othet· schools that attended the
conference included Southeast
Missour-i State, Butler University,
Colorado State University, Univet·sity of Wisconsin and Ball State.

nbrief

Deportation of Nazi
battalion member
upheld by court
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
appeals board has upheld the
deportation of a. retir·ed Chicago
machinist because of his service
in a Nazi-sponsored killing battalion blamed for the mw·der of
19,000 Jewish men, women and
childr·en dur-ing World War II.
Eighty-year-old Juozas
Naujalis would be the third
member of the infamous 2nd
Lithuanian Schutzmannscha.ft
Battalion expelled fi·om this
country if the Board of
IrmnigrationAppeals' Feb. 25
ruling is can'ied out. The Justice
Department's Office of Special
Investigations, which hunts
Nazis, released the ruling
Wednesday.
Naujalis' lawyer, Charles
Nixon, asked the 7th U.S.
Cir·cuit Court of Appeals on
Wednesday to review the
board's ruling.
The boar·d upheld an irmnigrationjudge's 1997 order to
deport Naujalis to Lithuania.
because of his service as an
armed squad leader in the unit.
He served fi·om August 1941
through November 1943, the
depart ment said.
In 1997, a federal judge in
Indiana, in revoking the U.S. citizenship of Kazys Ciw'inskas,
another 2nd Battalion member,

found that the unit assisted the
Nazis in 10 killing actions in
Lithuania and Byelorussia, now
Belarus, that mUl'dered more
than 19,000 Jewish men, women
and childr·en in the fall of 1941 .

County sees future
in Lincoln museum
DECATUR (AP) - Tow-ism
officials and history buffs in central Illinois want state help to
create a museum at the Lincoln
Trail Homestead State Park, the
site of young Abraham Lincoln's
Macon County residence.
"Macon County was the first
county in Illinois that the
Lincoln family moved to when
it came fi·om Indiana," said
Chr-istopher Gordy, executive
dir·ector at the Macon County
Histor-ical Society. "We do have
a r-ich Lincoln history in Macon
County."
Tom Lincoln and his family,
including son Abraham, spent 12
months in Macon County at the
site south of Harristown before
moving to Coles County, where
the Lincoln Log Cabin State
Historic Site is now located.
The Macon County
Histor-ical Society is working
with the Decatur· Area.
Convention and Visitors Bw·eau,
local historians and state legislators to get state funding that
would allow the tr'atlSfer of the
par·k fi·om the Illinois
Department ofNatUI'al
ResoUl'ces to the Illinois Histor-ic
Preserv ation Agency.
The histor-ical society boar·d
of dir-ectors adopted a resolution
last month calling for the tr·ansfer, which could generate an estimated $2.3 million annually for
the ar·ea's economy, Gordy said.
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Redden fund
to boost education
of undergraduates
Eastem is developing a fund
that will improve the education
of undergraduate students.
Faculty members who work
with undergraduate students are
eligible to apply for the Redden
Fund for Improvement of
Undergraduate Instmction
Scholarship.
Nancy Page, administrative
aid at the EIU Foundation, said
each grant has a maximrun
amount of $ 1,500 and faculty
members can apply for more
than one grant if they have
worthwhile projects in mind.
"The fund can be used in a
variety of ways, as long as the
projects are used to improve
undergraduate instmction," she
said.
F acuity members can receive
applications by calling 5813313. Applications are due on
March 31.
- By Kristin Quaid,
Staff writer

Summer learning
program open to
entire community
The Center for Continuing
Faculty Development is now
accepting coru·se proposals for
the Sununer Enrichment
Program.
The program, previously
called the Sununer Enrichment
Program for Kids, is open to
anyone in the collllllunity, and
faculty are being sought to teach

the sununer courses, said Jill
Hayden, program coordinator.
"We're open to all and any
ideas (for courses)," Hayden
said.
She said the program has
been held each srunmer for
about 15 years. This year, the
center decided to drop the "for
kids" ending, opening the program to all cormnunity members.
Hayden said the program is
mainly held to promote life-long
teaming.
She also said the faculty for
the program can make up their
own schedules for classes and
colU'se work, and the timing for
their course.
"The faculty can detennine
what would benefit their schedules," she said.
Hayden said course proposal
f01ms can be picked up in the
center and are due by March 10.
Those interested in taking the
classes can register for them up
until one week before the class
begins.
- By Shauna Gustafson,
Administration editor

in at least his or her fourth year
of full-time employment as a
tenlU'ed faculty member at
Eastern. Nominees should be a
faculty member who excels in
the areas of teaching, research or
professional development, and
sel'Vlce.
"This is an opportunity to
identify individuals who have
provided perf01mance, research,
and setvice to the institution ...
something that is above and
beyond," Fewell said.
A cormnittee consisting of
members of the Faculty Senate,
Student Senate and the Alumni
Association will consider the
nominees and choose the most
eligible faculty member.
The award will be presented
drui.ng the spti.ng cormnencement ceremony. At the ceremony, the recipient will receive
$ 1,000 from the EIU Foundation.
For further inf01mation, contact Patricia Fewell at 581-3823.
- By Amber Williams,
Staff' 111i ter

Nominations are cruTently
being accepted for the
Distinguished Faculty Award.
All full-time faculty, students,
administrators and alrunni of
Eastem are welcome to submit
nominations. The n01ninations
should include the faculty member's name, rank, a letter of suppOit, a. copy of his or her cru1·ent
cruriculnm and no more than
three additional letters of reference.
Nominations should be submitted to Patricia Fewell, professor of secondaty educations and
foundations and n01nination
coordinator by 2 p.m. on April 7.
The faculty member must be

Charleston City Manager Bill
Riebe will be in attendance at
this week's Residence Hall
Association meeting.
The meeting will be held at 5
p.m. Thru'Sday in Lawson Hall.
Riebe will discuss the 2000
census with RHA members
Also on the agenda. is approving a motion to raise money for
the baseball players who lost
their house in the fire on Feb. 13.
The motion was tabled at last
week's meeting.
Students also are invited to
bti.ng personal donations to the
meeting.
- By Megan Mmtin,
Staff M i ter

The Dally Eastern News

UB budget proposal
heads AB agenda
By Christine Demma
Staff writer

The Apportionment Board
today will hear the budget proposal
fi:om the University Board, and discuss its own budget.
After three weeks of giving the
five fee-funded boards time to create budgets, presentations will
begin at 6 p.m. today in the
Arcola/Tuscola Room.
The AB and the University
Board will be the first to present
budgets to the AB. Once presentations are given, the AB will discuss
the boards' proposals.

The other three boards, including sports and recreation, dramatic
petfonnances and Student Senate,
will present their budgets to AB on
March 9. The AB will again discuss
each budget after the proposal is
given.
After all the five fee-funded
boards have presented, the AB will
vote on the finalized budgets for the
boards on March 23. After the budgets are approved by the AB, the
Student Senate will review them
before approving them.
The five fee-funded boards are
funded through student fees, which
total about $410,000.

Solo balloonist gets
wild ride over the Nile

Funding for fire
Award searches out victims on agenda
faculty excellence for RHA meeting

CHICAGO (AP) - Balloonist
Kevin Uliassi hit an unexpected
storm over the Nile River
Wednes day, the ninth day of his
quest to circle the world solo.
Uliassi had avoided thunderstonns in Egypt the night before,
spokesman Scott Lorenz said, but a
fast-f01ming storm that hadn't
shown up on radar surprised him at
about noon. Snow, sleet, and hail
pelted the balloon, causing incredible noise, while violent winds
tossed his craft up and down as
much as 1,900 feet per minute,
Lorenz said.
Wmds at different altitudes blow
at different speeds and directions,
Lorenz said, so such fast altitude
changes are potentially dangerous.
At one point, the balloon was leaning over by about 30 degrees.
"The balloon's fine, he's fine,
but it was one wild ride that you're
not going to find anyv.•here else,"

Lorenz said.
As of about 3 p.m. Wednesday,
Uliassi was crossing Saudi Arabia
at 118 miles per hom· at 23,000
feet. He has traveled 9,500 miles,
about one-third of the way around
the globe.
Uliassi has doubled his speed
since he finished crossing the
Atlantic, a process that took several
days longer than planned.
''That's what all this maneuvering has been about the last few
days; he's moved under the jet
stream," Lorenz said. "It's like
merging onto a freeway: you've got
to get to it first."
The next big obstacle to avoid is
not weather or a politically sensitive area, but mountains. The
Himalayas, on the northem border
of India, are the tallest mountains
in the world, with some peaks
higher than Uliassi's cruTent cmising altitude.

Mon: Blue Marquitas $2
LaBatts Blue $1.50
:fflEE RERLL on Popcorn & Soft Drinks!

Tues: Euchre Tourney &
Pool Tourney
Cash prizes
$1.25 Domestic Drafts

Wed: Honey Brown 50¢
Reindeer Ganw:11 R .
4:40 7:~ 10:00 Sat Sun Mat 1:45
The Tlgger Movie G
4:50 6:«> Sat Sun Mat 12:45 2:45
The Sixth Sen.e PG 13
8:~ 0NLY

TheBeaeh R
4:10 7: 10 9:50 Sat Sun Mat 1:15
Hanging Up PG 13
4:~ 6:50 9:10 Sat Sun Mat 1:30
The Whole Nine Yardt R
5:20 7:00 10:15 Sat Sun Mat 2:30
Pitch Black R
4:20 7:00 9:40 Sat Sun Mat 1:00
Scream 3 R
5:00 7:40 10:10 Sat Sun Mat 2:00
SnowDay PG
5:10 7:20 9:30 Sat Sun Mat 2:15

Hanging Up
" eg Ryan ·

!ETil

Thurs: FOOS Tourney
Cash Prizes
Rail Drinks $1.50
Fri: Domestic Bottles $1.50
Sat: Corona &Dos Equis
$2.00
Economi cal, Efficient
3 Bedrooms, 3 Persons
10 months, furnished
$170 x 3 = $510 month
Appointments 345-4489

~
-:::::::-;..
21
Wood Real Estate
Jim Wood, broker

yon know t h at little voice

that says "!: can't''?
summer,

[crush it]e
Bring your "can-do" attit ude to Camp Challenge . Where
you'll get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire
skills that'll help you meet the challenges you'll face in your
career. Apply today at

tqe Army ROTC department,

with no

obligation. Before that voice tellsyou to take a vacation.

lncuopendenUy own<Od and ope<ated

Contact Army ROTC at 581-5944
or stop by 310 Klehm Hall
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Marijuana compounds
ease tremors in mice
with MS-like disease
By the Associated Press

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor

Cram it in
Chad Hugins, a sophomore 30 studio art major, Joe Denman, a junior graphic design major, and Pam Galatic,
a sophomore graphic design major, study together Wednesday night at Coffee Express in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. The three students were studying for their art history mid-term.

America Online chief says linking
information is key for consumers
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - While
conSUlllers are fascinated by all the
ways they can connect to the
Intemet, they also want easy solutions for linking infonnation
together, America Online chief
Steve Case said Wednesday.
Signaling his own company's
strategy to bring its popular Intemet
savice to anyone, anywhere, Case
spoke on the closing day of the
Cellular Telecollllllunications Indusny Association meeting.
In recent days, AOL has
announced partnerships with companies like Sprint PCS and Nokia
in effott to move AOL's setvice
fi·om desktop computers to phones,
pagers, organizers and even television sets.

IN TWO SHORT
YEARS WITH US,
YOUR VALUE WILL
REALLY GROW.
A two-year e nlistment
in the Army is all it takes
to b ecome more valuable
to em ploy ers. BeCause
the two years after training
you spend as a m ember
of an Army team will give
you discipline , maturity
and the ability to work
with others-the qualities
that will h elp you build a
good career in a worthwhile job. You might
even be eligible for an
enlistment bonus of up to
$5,000. Find out how you
can m ake this solid
investment in your future
and maybe even earn a
b onus. Talk to your local
Army Recruiter today.

At the same time, consumers
can get into AOL e-mail or stock
pottfolio they have become accustomed to using on their computer.
That kind of integration is key to
driving consumer demand, Case
said.
"Consumers don't want to buy a
phone or buy a Palm Pilot or a
Replay box that connects to their
TV and have to statt ova· again,"
Case said. "They want us to work
together."
He cautioned companies not to
isolate themselves fi·om one another, and sn·essed instead the importance of building key alliances to
deliver Intemet setvices to consumers in a connected way.
"We want to work with as many

MONEY'S LOW

BE ALL
YOU CAN BE~
www.goarmy.com
345-2081
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What this doesn't tell us is
that smoking marijuana is
good for MS.
Stephen Reingold,
vice president of research
at the National Sclerosis Society
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cates the receptors are involved in
the regulation of muscle tone, said
David Baker of University College
in London, who led the study.
The symptoms were not eased
merely by the sedative effect of
cannabinoids, since some of the
compounds don't bind with the
receptor known to be responsible
for marijuana's high. Other signs
of sedation, such as a drop in body
temperature, also were not found,
Baker said.
Baker said the work could lead
to compounds that can treat MS
symptoms without the high of
marijuana, which can affect memOIY.
"We've tapped into and
exposed this natural system," he
said. "And that's why this is
imp01tant."
The role of marijuana in treating illness has been the subject of
debate, with some states passing
laws allowing its use for medicinal
purposes. Some patients with
AIDS, glaucoma and cancer say
marijuana can ease pain, nausea
and other symptoms.
Layward said other researchers
in Britain are planning to test marijuana derivatives on MS patients.
Dr. Robeti Lisak, co-director of
the Multiple Sclerosis Center at
the Detroit Medical Center, said
the mouse disease is not exactly
analogous to multiple sclerosis in
humans, but the work is encouraging.

. . . . .. ...

AND YOU WANT TO

CLASSIFIEDS
ARMY.

companies as want to work with
us," Case said. "Ow- wireless sn·ategy is to partner, patina·, patiner."
Similar thinking drove the company's with media giant Time
Wamer. That deal gives AOL
access to Time Watner's content
vault - which includes fihns, music,
TV shows and magazines - and the
media company's large netv.•ork of
cable TV lines, over which AOL
can deliver high-speed Intemet serVIce.
"If you want to n·ansf01m how
people do things, you've got to play
on a large canvas," Case said.
He added that partnerships m·e
the best way to accomplish this
goal, instead of one company nying to do it all on its own.

Marijuana-like compounds ease
tremors in mice with a condition
similar to multiple sclerosis,
researchers say in a study that
appears to con·obOI·ate patients
who say pot helps them deal with
the disease.
The relief apparently wasn 't
because the mice were stoned, but
because the compounds hit the
right buttons in the nervous system, the British researchers reported in Thursday 's issue of the journal Nature.
The compounds tested were
synthetic but included the chemical equivalent of THC, the main
ingredient in marijuana. Five of
the six compounds tested reduced
tremors and spasticity.
"This lends credence to the
anecdotal reports that some people
with MS have said that cannabis
can help control these distressing
symptoms," said Loma Layward,
one of the study's authors.
Layward heads the research
arm of the Multiple Sclerosis
Society of Great Britain and
N01them Ireland.
Stephen Reingold, vice president of research at the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society, said it
would be wrong to assume the
results would hold flue for
humans. He said fwther research
should be conducted.
"What this doesn't tell us is that
smoking marijuana is good for
MS," Reingold said.
More than 300,000 Americans
have MS, in which the body
attacks myelin, the sheath that
insulates nerve fibers. That can
produce stiffness, tremors, paralysis, loss of vision, numbness and
pain. The cause is unknown, and
there is no cure.
In the new work, the compounds injected into the mice
stimulated structures called
cannabinoid receptors on the surface of nerve cells. The work indi-
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For rent

For rent

Sublessors

THINKING
ABOUT
YOUR
FUTURE? Advanced Personnel
ca n help shape your future
whether you are graduating or still
a student Working witho ur prestigious corporate clients on break
or when you complete your
degree will give you the corporate
experience needed to get ahead.
We specialize in full time and temporary
placement
in
the
Chicagoland area.
888-ACAREER. ADVANCE PERSON-

Work from home. Up to $25/hr
PIT. $75/hr FIT. mail order. 781 255-2012.

Available k>r Fall 2000. Close to Old
Main. 1, 2 and 3 Bedroom furnished apts., pool, CIA, laundry
room, off street parking. Call 3456000.

Apartments for rent. 2 and 3 bedroom, some units include all utlities. All apartments are furnished
1107 and 1109 third. 345-3100.
Office hours M-F 3:00-6:00

Novak (630) 789-3772 evenings.
E-mail TRISHNOVAK@aol.com.

Sublessor(s) needed May-August
___________________
_;37
$4
7CYmonth. Utiities paid. 348-0629.

-~-----..,..-..,..--------·319

--=-==--~-------------3/1 0
4BR, Furnished Apt. Available
Fall/Spring. Parking, Laundry,
$900/mo. + low utilities. 2623291.

N

E

L

acareer@advancedgroup.com

~~----------~~3~

Work from home. Up to $25/hr PfT.
$75/hr FfT. Mail order 888-527-6304.

~------~--~-----~6

Enjoy the out-of-doors? Like working
with children? Want to spend a
meaningful summer? Consider summer camp! Counsebrs, lifeguards,
and kitchen personnel needed for
Girl Scout Resident Camp, June 18 July 29. Located outside Ottawa IL
Minority role models encouraged to
apply. For application write or call
Trailways Girl Scout Council, 1533
Spencer Road, Joliet IL 60433.
(815)72~9.

----~----------~-~8

Looking b r a job that is willing to
work around your classes.
Charleston Dairy Queen is now taking applications br new hours part
time nights and weekends. Apply at
20 State St.

.,....----------------==-3/10

Covenant Developmental Training
Center has several openings at
both the Charleston and Mattoon
sites. Great opportunities await
working with the DD population.
Direct care (CNA's, habilitation
aides) positions available immediately $6.50/hr for part-time, $6.75
for
full-time
positions
in
Charleston. Excellent benefits
incl.
package
for
FT
Healthllife/dentaV401K, paid training. Great for students will work
around your class schedule. Great
experience to include on a
resume. Apply at 521 7th St in
Charleston or 4555 US Highway
45 (South Lakeland Blvd ) in
Mattoon. EOE.
----------------.,..-3/10
Circulation help needed for The
Daily Eastern News. Hours needed are 5:30 am - 8:00 am Monday
- Friday. Dependability a must
Apply at 1802 Buzzard Hall.
Positions start ASAP
3/15
..,..
G.,
ET
= -P
=-u--B
=-L-1s
=-H
--E
=-D=-!---:c
G-=E-=T~PAI D!
Seeks
www.maincampus.com
students for stories ranging from
politics/sex/culture/opinions. $25
per
story.
Email
us
at:
earn@maincampus.com

__________________3~1

-------------=-=--~~3/22

All students earn $500- 1000 parttime . Bilingual a plus, full training.
For free info. s.a.s.e to work at
home. 4435 Mary Todd Rd .
_________________
4~0
Mattoon IL, 61938.
Nanny needed for 18 month old
child. Must have previous experience with toddlers and have at
least one local reference.
Outstanding opportunity for for
right person. Live in or out please
send letter and resume to PO Box
892, Charleston, IL 61920.
-:--:-:-:---------------,---4/15
$1500 weekly potential mailing our
circulars. No experience required.
Free information packet Call 202452-5942.

---------------------~~1

Attention! Attention! Psychology,
Sociology, Special education, and
other majors. Gain valuable experience by working with Adults and
Children with developmental disabilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling for
EVENING, NIGHT, and WEEKEND shifts. Paid training is provided. Apply at : CCAR Industries,
1530 Lincoln, Charleston, IL
61920.

~~~~~~------~~1

$FUNDRAISER$ Open to student
groups & organizations. Earn $5
per MC app. We supply all materials at no cost Call for info or visit
our website. 1-800-932-0528 ext
65. www.ocmconcepts.com.

=-------------------=--~2

Trapped here for Spring Break?
Like to make some extra cash?
Temporary help aid needed March
11-20. $7/hr, 5hrslday. Bathing,
dressing, and tolieting required.
Contact Mike 345-5822.

----------------~~8

Nice 3-4 br house, 2 baths, DW,

For rent
AIC, Share utilities, trash paid,
parking. No pets. Call 348-9314
ask for Anika.

~-----------------~~

3 Bdrm, furn, apt Avail Aug. ,
clean, good toe., No Pets, 3457286
-----------------------00
Girls Only! Newly furnished 2
Bedroom, 10 month lease,$250
each for 2, 349-0288.

-----------=---=---------~2
Available
for Fall 2000. Close to
Buzzard Building. 2 Bedroom furnished apts., pool, CIA, Laundry
room, off street parking. Call 3456000
------------------~9

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

Efficient 1, 2, 3 bedroom apts.
Heat, water and trash furnished.
Excellent condition. 345-3754.

--------------------~

4 bedroom home with appliance,
deck, $200 per student Call after 5
p.m. 342-9307/
~

2....,B,..,E:-::D-::R-:
OO
....,...,M_U
__P
=-s,..,T.=A-=I
- R,..,S- AP
-=To-.2
. 08
1~ 6TH, 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
501 TAYLOR (4 PERSON), EFFICIENCY APT 501 1~ TAYLOR, 4
BEDROOM APT 202 1 ~ 6TH (4
PEOPLE). FOR INFORMATION
ON THESE LISTI NGS PLEASE
CALL 345-6011 AFTER 5 30 CALL
345-9462. ASK FOR LARR;Y.

~--=--------..,..~~---~3

2BRI 2 person apt. 201 Buchanan
(near Stix) $210/person. 10 month
lease. Central air, washer/dryer.
3454853.

--=-==--=---------=-------3~2

1BR Efficiency. Furnished, parking, laundry. $250/mo + low utilities. Available for Summer only or
FaiVSpring, too. 262-3291.

~-..,..---------------3~2

For Rent: Available August 1.
Large 2-Bedroom apartments,
fully furnished, laundry room, central air, off street parking, close to
park and campus, pets allowed.
Call 349-8824 (9-5) or Leave
Message.

------------------~---....,3~3

--~,-,--..,..-----------~3

McArthur Manor APts. 2 Bdrm,
furnished. 10-12 month lease
$470/mo. No pets. No parties.
345-2231.
5/1
A
__V_A__,I_LA__B=-L-=E=--A-U--G:-U-,S,..,T=-.- 2,-bed-

---------------..,..----·~3

room, furnished apt. 12 month
lease. 1017 Woodlawn Dr. 3487746.

Aug 2000. 1 Br Apt. on campus by
EIU police. Furnished, some utilities paid, 12 mo. lease. 348-0673.
Available August 1, 4 Bedroom 2
bath. Quiet neighborlhood. No parties, no pets. WID, trash included
345-5037.

~~-------~-------~3

1 BR House 1401 Harrison St.
$400/mo. pets accepted. 2 BR
House $500/mo. Close to campus.
847-5244250.

~---------------------~6

4BR House available June or Aug.
2000. $225/person/month washer/dryer, 345-6222 or 581-6367.

~=------------------=--=-·319

3 BR house perfect for 3: Cozy,
convenient,
economical.
345+4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
broker.

~=---------=----------~~1 0

2 BR house priced for 2. Close.
Ugly but it works good. 3454489.
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.

~-----------------~~1 0

4 BR house for 4. Close to campus.
10 months at $900. 3454489. C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.

-=---------------~~10

3 Br apt Best deal for the dollar.
$170 each for 3. Modern, dean,
compact, economical. Your total
cost including elec, wter, CATV,
phone should be under $240 each.
3454489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
broker.

--------=------------~~10

Room for Rent - lncludled all utilities, cable, local phone, AC. 10
month
lease.
No
parties.
$28~month. Call345-7399.

----------------~~1 0

ACROSS
1 Roguish
5 Has chits o ut

------,..--.,--..,...,--:-:---.,...-'5/1
Leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2, & 3
bedroom apt. Clearn, good toe. ex.
condition, no pets. W illiams
Rentals, 345-7286.

00

A- L-L- - -N-=E,_...
W------B
=-E
=-D
=-R
=-0-=-0 M
Apartments just being built.
Available Fall. Renting for
$550/mo. for 2 people. 117 W. Polk
St. 348-7746.
--------------,-----.,....-00
Apts. for rent, 1, 2, and 3 bedroom , nice places, available
August. No pets. 345-7286.
--=-----------..,..------00
3 Bedroom Apt. 415 Harrison
$180 per person. New 2 bedroom
Apt. Edgar. 348-5032.
=------------------.,....-00
Furnished student house 3 to 5
girls, nice, 2 minutes from Old
Main on 7th St. 348-8406.

-------------------...,...,....00

Now leasing for fall 2000. 3
Bedroom house and several 1
bedroom apartments. Close to
campus. Call 348-0006.
--=------------------00
2 Bedroom apartment available
2000-2001 school year, furnished, no
pets, $23~mo. Call Terri @ 345-

6535.
-----~--=---------·3/1 0

Rooms for Rent, Women Only
Opening for FaiVSpring, $230 mo.
Utilities
incl.
Intercession/Summer, $200 mo.
Utilities incl. Large House fully
furn, A/C, 1 Blk from Union. Pat

34 Same, by the
Seine
35 "Take
the
Limit•

9 Less than rig ht?

Name: __________________________
Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone: ______ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of:---------------Expiration code (office use only): ---------Person accepting ad:
Compositor: _ _
No. words I days: _ _ Amount due: $.______
Payment:
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Dates to run:
Ad to read:
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36 Turns s tate 's
evidence
37 Ma rquee filler
15 Get ready to fly 38 Jazzman Getz
39 Pamplona
16 M o re sou nd
parent
17 Speller's phrase
40 Chug-_
18 Sve lte
41 Ticket
19 Where the
42 Ara b leader
action is
43 Let off steam
20 Eastern
44 A Ba ldwin
flycatcher
22 Debaters' need 45 Heart of a
Baldwin
24 Big __ , Calif.
46 D o r EEE
25 Seven, e.g.
47Wool fat
29 Some p rotests
49 Dyslexic's
d eity?
32 An itemized
deduction
50 Sign of neglect
14 Concerto
features

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

~---------------------~00

Cheap Summer Rent; and Fall possibilities 348-6782.

1 to 3 grts b share 4 be<toom house
$25G'eachlmo. Cal345-3148.

Sublessors

6-7 Bedroom House br Fall
2CXX:VSpring2001 815Jackson. lfner-

__________________,mo

Sublet - 2 bdr. apt on square (7th
and Jackson) for summer, MayAugust Spacious w/ balcony $350.
3454158.

------------------~~

ested cal: 581-6716or581-6767.

--------------------3/3
May-August sublessor needed.
Own bedroom, furnished, washer
and dryer, close to campus. $200.
348-6316.
__________________3/8

Campus Clips
SIGMA RHO EPSILON. Mandatory Meeting on march 2,
2000 at 6pm in BB 1103. Officers need to meet@ 5:30 in
the TMC. Bring your checkbooks. Mrs. B 's will be our
speaker.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass on Thursday,
March 2 at !2:05pm in the St. Philip Neri located at
New1nan Center across fi:om Andrews.
PRE-LAW SOCIETY. Meeting on 3/2/00 at 6:30pm at
Coleman 206.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO. Social on Friday, March 3 at 9pm
in the SGRho house. Ladies of Sigma Ganuna Rho would
like to invite the campus to a social at the house 9pm.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION. Speaker
meeting on Thursday, March 2 at 7pm in Lumpkin Hall, Rm
017. Speaker: Jeff Swiatek. Boise Cascade Office
Products. Topic: Business to Business Marketing.
BETA ALPHA PSI. Meeting on Thursday, March2 at 7pm
in LH 127. Presentation about VITA Program. Casual dress.
All members required to attend.
SOCIETY ADVANCEMENT OF MANAGEMENT.
Electronic Resume Builder on Thursday, March 2 at 6pm in
Lumpkin Hall 012. Guest Speaker Linda. Moore.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Suncay Morning
Worship on Sunday, March 5, 2000 at 10:30 am in Buzzard
Auditorium. 9:30am prayer, lOam donuts and fellowship.
Everyone is Welcome!!
ROTC. Aviation Lab on March 2, 2000 at 3:30 in Tarble
ar1s Field. Uniform for lab is BDU's, boots, field jacket,
LBE, gloves, soft cap, pan and paper, identification tags.
Inclement weather site is at Lantz Gym.
MTEA. Mock interviews on March 2, 2000 6pm in Rm
1121 in Buzzar·d. Leam teclmiques on how to interview for
future jobs.
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB. Tom Bass speaks on Attachment
Disorders on Thurs., Mar·ch 2nd at 6pm in rm 106, Science
bldg. All Psych. Faculty and students welcome.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profrt, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLI NE WILL NOT be published No dips will be
taken by phone Any d ip that is illegible or contains conflicting int>rmation WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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South Carolina will be
anything but a 'break'
for women's rugby
Spring Break
marks team's
first competition
By Kyle Bauer
Sports editor

In its brief history, Eastem
women's mgby team has already
enjoyed its share of success. The
team went 5-3 in its second year
of existence and advanced to the
national Sweet 16.
The Panthers first matchup in
the round of 16 will be m
Princeton, N.J., on April 15
against the University of
Massachusetts.
Eastem qualified for the Sweet
16 by defeating Wisconsin-Eau
Claire on Nov. 15. The stmcture
of the national tomnament gives
the final 16 teams a few months
off before resuming competition.
The Panthers have used their
time off to focus on strength and
conditioning, and now that the
weather is cooperating, the team
has finally been able to move its
practices outside.
"We are getting spoiled going
outside and playing," head coach
Frank Graziano said. "We have
been practicing since Jan. 1 and I
had planned eight weeks of

indoor practices, but it is good to
go outside and get grassy and
dirty."
Eastem's first real competition
since November will come over
Spring Break when the team travels to South Carolina for practices
and games.
"We are going on a Spring
Break trip to South Carolina
where we will play and practice,"
Graziano said. " We will play
against the University of Clemson
and Middle Tennessee State."
Graziano is hoping that competition will help prepare his team
for what it will see in the national
tournament even though he
knows he can not provide the one
thing his team desperately needs.
"The only thing we are lacking
is we just don't have the experience of playing at that level,"
Graziano said. "We are the only
team in the Sweet 16 who has
never played in the Sweet 16
before. But right now my words
are just words. I don't know if the
girls understand how big and how
strong the competition is."
If the Panthers come away
from New Jersey winners, they
will then advance to Tampa Bay,
Fla, for the Final Four.
"I am excited and the girls are
in good spirits," Graziano said.
"The girls are working hard. We
have a shot. We just have to tty
and find that experience."

Mandy Marshall / Photo editor
Christina Higby (top left), head coach Frank Graziano (top right), Cally Dorosz (bottom left), Michelle Reed (bottom center) and Amy Desmond (bottom right) scramble for the ball during practice Wednesday.

Classifiedadv~rJ!§.igg _ _ __
Sublessors

For sale

1 or 2 sublessors needed this
summer for 2 bedroom apartment
on 7th St. Call 348-5234.

2-10" MTX R.T. in sealed box; JBL
175w. 4ch. amp; 2-3 way JBL 6x9.
$300.00 348-0771 .

~~--~--~~~~3~

Sublessor(s) needed for Su "00.
Spacious 2 br. apt across from
Lantz. $280 each 345-7335.
3/9

Roommates
Male Roommate needed at
Brittany Ridge for Fall '00 - Spring
'01 ASAP $2001month, WI D,
parking and GET YOUR OWN
ROOM. CALL NICK 581-3002.

314

Wanted

317

Announcements
Marty's I Budweiser St. Pat's shirt
are IN! Only $10 ($1 goes to purchase a NBA shamrock with your
name on it.)
,--,-----,-,-------,----,.,.....-:-'311 0
Look great in your swimsuit. Lose
weight by spring break call 2351079 for info.
=-==-=:-:-:=-=--:--:---,--=--'3/1 0
ELEVEN DAYS playing at Gunner
Sue's Friday, 9pm. Hear songs
from Just-Released CD. Must
prove 21. So. Rt. 45, Mattoon.

Personals

Personals

Personals

LOCATED ON THE 3RD FLOOR
OF THE STUDENT SERVICES
BUILDING.

Are you in charge of ordering T-Shirts or Pa rty Favors
for your organ ization? Vis it
our website www.prographicsportwear.com for thousands
of ideas.

Mothers is available for functions. 'Exclusive use of mother's shuttle (door to door service ) •unbelievable specials
($1 u call it) • moms provid es
snacks ' juice bar ' OJ playing all of you r requests. Dave
345-2171 9am - 11 am for
details.

..,..-,----::-:-::-----...,--::---,-313
Make a Difference at Eastern !
Inform others about living a
healthier lifestyle. Become a
PEACE Peer Educator. For
more information contact 581 3912 or stop by the Health
Education Resource Center's
new location on the 3rd f loor
of the Student Services
Building.

_______________ 312

Doonesbury

=--:---=----::-=----:--=-·4111
Spring Break Dreamin @
Tropi-Tan. 10 tans for $25 618
W. Lincoln 348-8263.

:=:-::::-:::-.,....,.,-,:::-:::-::-::-::-:-=,---·oo

KEGS AND EGGS? Plan your
beer breakfast at Marty's
today.

_________________·oo

::--:-----....,...,.,=--------,-,-'00
Rebecca of KD, you are doing
a phenomenal job with PR.
Keep the great ideas coming!!
Kd Love, Kelly.

_________________312

Personals

Send a shout out to
your friends,
congratulate them or
wish them luck
How? Advertise in
the personals of the
DENclassifieds.

581-2812
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

m

Wanted: 50 serious people to lose
weight fast. 100% natural and
guaranteed. Call (888)293-1651.

~~~~--~--~~3~

WANTED: Energetic, enthusiastic,
motivated, creative, and industrious individuals wanting to improve
the quality of life of EIU students.
Must be willing to talk about alcohol, sex, and other related health
topics.
Contact the Health
Education Resource Center at
3912 for more information.

77~--~~~~--~3~

Join Income-Sharing Community
having and raising intelligent children. Near the University of
Illinois.
1-800-498-7781.
www.childrenforthefuture.org
3~3

Lost & Found
Ring Found in Physical Science
Building. Call to identify ring.
581-6376 or 345-2534.

=-:-:---~-----.-:----::-=--,-316

Did you lose something? Find
something? Advertise in the Daily
Eastern News classifieds. The lost
will be found. And the found will be
claimed .. Call 581-2812 for more
information. _ _ _ _ _ __

Announcements
Where are you Hex, Florio, and
Tibbs?

:-=-::--.---:----------,---312

ASA thanks everyone who went
to My Tie! Hope you had fun.
Love, the Alphas

:-:----:--::-=---::-:-~,--...,...,.-312

Alcohol, Sex, Cigarettes, Liquid
G, Roofies- All the information
you could want on these and
other health related topics can
be found at the Health Service's
Health Education Resource
Center. Now located on the 3rd
floor of the Student Services
Building.

==----=-=-...,..--===-=--313
FREE pamphlets, FREE flyers,
and other FREE information on
a wide variety of health-related
topics. Come to the Health
Education Resource Center at
its NEW LOCATION-3rd floor,
Student Services Building.

313

B::-::E:-::
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=:DUCATOR APPLI CATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE FROM THE
HEALTH EDUCATION
RESOURCE CENTER - NOW

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETIRS
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I retire ••• at least until Mick Foley returns
o there was this pay-per-view this
past Sunday and I guess there was
a special showing in a Canadian
theater. The problem occtmed
when the wrong film reel was loaded and a
pornographic movie was broadcast on the
screen.
Another problem was that the majority
of the audience were children with their
parents. But to the WWF's benefit, a porno
scene is not all that much different than
some of the skits on the show.
Needless to say, everyone there was
extremely disappointed and parents were
outraged. Although this is not a direct
reflection on the WWF, it is another piece
of bad publicity for the organization.
But really, what is more educational to
children? A scene where a runaway is saved
by a strip-club owner and given a job, or a
79-year-old woman giving birth to a fictional baby?
Now there is a mmor that CBS is offering $ 100 million to the WWF to get its pro-

S

Rojek
from Page 12

their 19th loss of the season Tuesday
night, it managed to shake things up
on the corut in the fu'St half, and gave
Tennessee Tech a run for its money which, by the way, is the reason the
2,221 fans in attendance was actually
Iowa· than usual for the Golden
Eaglettes. They needed to come up
v.rith $4 because this playoff game
wasn't included in their season package. But let's not go into attendance again.
Shooting 56 percent in the first
half, the Pantha'S forced the Golden
Eaglettes to cormnit nine ttunovers
and held them to 44 pet'Cellt shooting
as they held the lead for the remaining five minutes of the game.
I'm pt-etty certain Tennessee Tech
head coach Bill Won-ell woke up
Wednesday morning with slightly
less hair and latyngit:is afta· his fiustration v.rith the Golden Eaglettes.
Who wa-e these girls and what did
they do to the real team?
Afta· all, at the end of the first
halves in regular season, his teant was
already up 38-17 in the December
game, and 42-32 at the start of
FebiUaiy contest.
Now they wa-e heading into the
locker room down 31-30.

graming on the
net\¥ork. The
WWF's contract w ith the
USA netv.•ork
is
up
in
September and
there is some
jostling going
on for the con-

Todd Schreiber

tract.
Staff writer
There
IS
mmor that if cutrs@pen.eiu.edu
the company - - - - - - - - - moves, it will go to TNN. Along with that,
the XFL, the football league that Vince
McMahon has created, will go with WWF
wherever it goes.
Chris Jericho was recently on a radio
program and was ripping new holes to several people in the wrestling industry. Y2J
was saying that he is being held down in
WWF, but he would not indicate by whom,
but that they were friends of Kevin Nash.

On top of all this, I'm sitting in
fi·ont of hundreds of funs yelling anything and evaything that came to
their mind.
These southan folk were some of
the most dedicated fans I've seen, but
then again Eastem isn't much of a
comparison. From the moment I got
my first 'how y 'all doin" during
lunch, I knew this would be an experience. Their boistauus voices could
be heard sevaal rows above and they
exaggaated evety play imaginable in
evety conceivable way.
If Tennessee Tech collllllitted a
tumova· or missed a shot, fium the
sound ofthe stadium you would think
Diane Seng, their leading scorer,
broke her leg. And when the substitutes came in, the cmwd sent the
playa'S off the corut v.rith cheet'S of
congtatulat:ions.
Thmugh all the southan hospitality, the Panthet'S still couldn't manage
to push their season wins to nine, but
at least they improved from last year's
ma·e five - and I'm still confident
that next year's wins will be in the
double figures.
Head coach Linda Wunder joined
Eastan's basketball progt(llll just this
season and has ah-eady changed the
system in ways that even conference
coaches, such as Won·ell, comment
on. And she didn't do it alone.
The added strength was senior
Angie Patzna· ,who gave the teant
ha· all this season, scoring ha· careet'high 32 points and 11 t-ebounds

He went on to say that Nash was the second most egotistical wrestler in the business
to Hulk Hogan. I guess I would have a big
head if my nickname was "Big Sexy" .
Jericho said that he should be a maineventer because of the cheers he gets, and I
agree. WWF is really in need of another
main-eventer. The Big Show just can't do it,
and there needs to be someone in the
HHH/Rock stable.
WCW is ... well WCW. They got cmshed
in the ratings this past week, and there
seems to be no end in sight for their resurgence.
Hogan and Ric Flair and Nash cannot
save the organization, and they will retire
soon anyway.
Retirement was the large, large news this
week, and will be the talk for a while to
come. As most wrestling fans ah'eady know,
Mick Foley/Mankind/Cactus Jack/Dude
Love lost his match at No Way Out and
therefore was forced into retirement.
Foley was planning to retire sometime

against Eastan Kentucky this season.
Patzna· has definitely made ha· mark
and leaves the team behind in good
hands.
Seniot'S LeahAldrich-Franklin and
Monica Bernat also helped btmg the
team to the OVC torunament.
Aldrich-Franklin battled a knee injruy
thmughout the season along v.rith ha·
diagnosis of diabetes, but continued to
pmvide as a Pantha· centa~ using ha·
6-foot 3-inch height to her advantage.
She also led the Panther scotmg v.rith
15 points dUimg the fu"St match-up
against Tennessee Tech.
Banat nailed all five of her threepointa 'S in the second half, and put
the Pantha'S at the century IUaik
against Morehead State, helping to
make this the third time in hist01y
they scored 102 points in a game.
Next season, the combination of
four seniors, Renee Schaul, Colleen
McShane, Angie Patzner and P01tay
Scott, along with the retum of the
lone junior, Ernily Dowell, and the
sophomore power ofKayla BlOetner,
Brooke Gossett, and Staci Kingay
should put them in a position to contend as a top four teant in the OVC.
Just wait and see for yourself And
the Pantha'S also have the possibility
of adding seven t-ecmits to their 20002001 season, after already signing
four otha'S.
Maybe next year if the teant can
play host in the first round ofthe toru·nament, I can save myself this trip and head to Nashville instead.

Gamma Sigma Alpha

The Eastern baseball team
posted its first win of the season
Wednesday night as they defeated
Saint Louis on the road 4-2 to up
its record to 1-3 on the season.
The st01y of the game was
solid pitching perf01mances fi·om
the Panthers. Freshman Jared
Marshall got the start and threw 5
1/3 innings giving up just tv.ro
mns. Junior transfer Chad
Williams then shut out the
Billikens in tv.ro innings of relief
work while junior closer Mike
Ziroli came on to get the save,
throwing 1 2/3 innings of scoreless baseball.
"Jared did a real nice job giving up only two rur1s in his first
start," Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz said following the win.
''And Chad and Mike both did a
nice job holding them scoreless in
relief."
The Billikens got out to an
early 1-0 lead in the second

inning, but Eastern came back to
tie the game up at one on a homerun off the bat of sophomore
Brian Nickell. The Panthers then
scored two more runs in the top of
the sixth on an RBI single by
Keith Laski and a sacrifice fly
fi·om junior thirdbaseman Chris
Martin.
Saint Louis would answer with
its second run in the bottom half
of the sixth fi·ame, but Eastern
would add another run on senior
first baseman Matt Marzec's RBI
tt'iple to make the score 4-2. From
there, the Panther bullpen proved
to be too much for the Billikens to
handle.
"The game was really a st01y
of good, solid pitching and timely
hitting," Schmitz said.
"We're really starting to get
excited. We' re 1-3 and we're really starting to play a lot better
baseball."
The Panthers are back in
action this Saturday when they
tt·avel to Arkansas State for the
first tv.ro of a three-game series.
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Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

By Bill Ruthhart
Associate sports editor

DUI : APoweful Lesson

to the new initiates of

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!

Baseball team notches
first victory of season

Mark Sterner

Congratulations

•

this year, but there are heavy mmors that he
will come back for one last match. He has to
- you can't have a guy like Foley who has
come up out of nowhere, made it huge and
become a fan favorite go out with a loss.
Do not let this become a Bret Hatt -like
situation. Foley, I am sure, will not hold any
sort of gmdge against the WWF or Vinny
Mac.
Hopefully he will be able to headline
Wrestlemania and go out on top for his last
match.
In tribute to the man who I consider to be
one of the best ever and hands down the
bes t entettainer and hardcore wrestler in the
mainstream, I am too going to retire the
People's Colurnn until Foley's return.
For most readers I am sure this is a relief
as I am probably making the people who
read this crap dumber.
But to any foolio that likes this colurnn,
it is all over ... for now.
Remember - wrestling is not real, but it
is a lot more fun to pretend it is.

ADVERTISE... ONE
IN THE DEN
CLASSIFIED WILL
MAKE $FOR YOU!
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Rocker suspension cut
to 14 days, fine to $500
NEW YORK (AP) - Jolm
Rocker's suspension was cut in half
to the first 14 days of the regular season, and he can repott to the Atlanta
Braves' spring training camp
Thursday.
Shyam Das, making his fu-st decision as baseball's independent rubitrator, also cut Rocker's $20,000 fu1e
to $500 in a decision 311Uounced
today.
"I think it's fui.t;" Braves pitcher
Tom Glavine said. "It allows him
some of spring trai.tli.t1g to get ready
for the season. ... If not, you run the
risk of Jolm minmg his career. No
onewrutts that.1batwould be l.lllfuir."
Tile relie-.·er. punished for disparaging foreigners. homosexuals
and minorities in a magazine interview. is expected to address teammates Thursday in Kissi.tmnee. Fla..
then hold a news conference.
Rocker originally was suspended
for all 45 days of spring trai.tli.tlg and
the first 28 days of the regular season
by commissioner Bud Selig.
"I disagree with the decision."
Selig said. "It does not reflect any
tutderstrutding or sensitivity to the
i.tnp01tant social responsibility that
baseball ... has to be the public. It
completely ignores the sensibilities of

realizes he needs to mend his place itt
this tean1 with his teammates."
In his Jan. 31 decision. Selig said
Rocker's comments itt a DeceiUba·
issue of Spotts illustrated "offended
practically evety elen1mt of society."
Rocker will willd up missillg the
first 13 days of spring b:aining and, if
no games ru-e postponed by weathet;
the fu-st 12 games of the t-egturu· season. Atlanta's fu"St game after the suspetlSion is agai.tlSt Philadelphia at
Ttu11er Field onAprill8.
"I thi.ttk tills is good all the way
arotuld," Braves reliever Rudy
Serutez said. "Everybody is ready to
get past it and move on."
Rocker told tile magazi.tte he
would ne-.·er play for a New Yotk
team because he didn't want to ride a
subway trai.tt ''next to some queer
with AIDS." He also mocked foreigners and called a Lati.tt teammate a "fut
monkey."
Randall Simon. who believes he
was dte target of Rocker's "fut monkey" comment. said today he is ready
to forgive.
"If he comes to me and apologizes, evetythi.t1g will be all right,"
SinlOll said.
"He's one of my terunmates.
Evetybody makes mistakes."

those groups of people maligned by
Mr. Rocker and disregards the play-

er's position as a role model for cllildren."
Atlanta city councilman Darick
Boazman, leader of a coalition of
minority groups that has called for the
Braves to release Rocker, also was
tnlhappy with the decision.
''Hate and bigotry and homophobia rutd racism have a place, evidently, and that place is itt major leagtte
baseball," he said.
Fonner NL president Len
Coleman, who had been the sport's
top minority officiaL echoed that
VIew.

"Baseball must be a socially
responsible institution," he said. "Tile
rubitrator's mling undermines the disciplinary systeiU and smds precisely
the wrong message."
The union wasn't happy. either.
Players' association lawyer Gelle
Orza said "we are disappoittted" the
peilalty wasn't reduced more.
Braves general manager Jolm
Schuetholz, who noted there was
illtet-est from other teruns ill acquiring
Rocker, said Atlanta said was prepru-ed to accept Rocka· back.
"We don't anticipate thet-e will be
a problem," he said. "I thi.ttk Jolm
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Athletic Department
making it easier for
fans to go to Nashville
By Kyle Bauer
Sports editor

The
Eastem
Athletic
Deprutment is maki.ttg it easier for
fans to fl·avel wifu the men's basketball team to Nashville this
w eekend for the Ohio Valley
Conference tomnrunent.
"We have a number of seats for
students to go on a fru1 bus to
Nashville and accompany the
cheer team and Pink Panthers,"
said Julie Ostennarm, program
assistant for afuletics marketi.ttg

national sports

. .f
Strawbeny enters
rehabilitation clinic
TAMPA, Fla. (AP)- For
tl1e fuird time itt 10 years,
DruJYl Strawbeny is taking a
side trip to a treatment center,
hoping he can get help for tlte
cocai.tle problem tltat ended his
season before it ever began.
The New Y01k Yrulkees slugger disclosed his plrulS
Wednesday, two days after commissioner Bud Selig suspended
him for one year.
"By the time you read dtis
stateiUmt, I will have checked
myself illto a drug rehabilitation
clinic, where I i.tttend to be for
the foreseeable fi.tttu-e."
Strawbeny said itt a release
fuxed to tile team's spring trai.ttillg office by his agent.
"My goal is to take control
of my drug addiction once and
for all, and I believe tllis step is
required ill order to do so,"
Strawbeny said.

NFL suspends Titans

tackle for 2000
NASHVilLE, Tetm. (AP)
- Josh Evans of dte Tetmessee
Titans was "shocked" to leam
he failed an NFL drug test for
tile fuird time and plans to
appeal his susper1Sion for next
season
The defensive tackle said
Wednesday he has been on prescribed medication. illchtding
diet pills, and suggested that
could accotmt for the positive
test.
''I will not allow d1e game I

. ,t:1 ~

•

and promotions.
The package illcludes tickets to
the game. transportation and hotel
lodgi.tlg. Students will be required
to buy their OVI'll food and pay for
any other exfl·a expenses.
Students can sign up in Lru1tz
Building room 262 statting at 9
a.m. Thtu·sday moming. Packages
will be given away on a firstcome-first-serve basis.
"The fans have been great at
home this year and we want to be
able to take fuat atmosphere to
Nashville." Ostetmarm said.

love to be takm away from me
wifuout a fight" EYrulS said. ''I
believe that tile NFL, after
rev:iewillg all tile i.ttformation,
will remove my suspension."
A league source, speaki.ttg on
tl1e condition of anonymity, said
tile NFL suspended Evans for
tile upcoming season for violating tile league's substance-abuse
policy. Only a successfi.tl appeal
will keep llilll fium missing the
2000 season.
Tlte NFL does not 311Uounce
suspatsions until tl1e appeal
process is complete.

First PGA player to
cortfete after
heart-transplant
MIAMI (AP) -Erik
Compton is in awe.
Sillce he was a kid, he has
been rompi.ttg around tile famed
Bhte Monster course at tile
Doral-Ryder Open, watchi.ttg
Greg Notman and oilier stars.
This week. he has a locker
next to them. He practices next
to tlleiU on tile range.
But when Compton goes to
bed Wednesday night on the eve
ofltis fu-st PGA Tom evettt, he
will be tllillki.t1g about other
fui.ttgs - like tl1e beati.ttg of his
herut.
On Tl1tu-sday at 9:09a.m.,
Compton will become tile first
herut-tnmsplant recipient to
compete on tile PGA Tour.
"Deep down i.tlSide when I
go to bed e\·ery night, I'm not
thi.ttki.ttg so much about tile
gol£" he said. ''I am wifu somebody else's heart. I fui.tlk about
somebody is not here, and I am
here right now. That's what
keeps driving me to do better."
He has done plenty well
ah-eady.
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Making toumament history
For the first time in school
history, Panthers are off to
Nashville for OVC semis

Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
cuklr3@pen.eiu.edu

By Kyle Bauer
Sports editor

Great effort
makes 800mile trip
worthwhile
en I decided to
make the 12-hour
ound trip to
Cookeville, 1N,
Tuesday for the first round of the
Ohio Valley Conference playoffs,
I started contemplating the sanity
of this decision.
Traveling roughly 800 miles to
see the No. 8 seeded Panther
women's basketball team contend
against No. 1 tournament favorite
Tennessee Tech didn't seem all
too appealing. For statt ers, in the
history of the OVC, the No. 1
seed has never been defeated by a
No. 8 seed in the first round of the
playoffs, and secondly, the
Panthers suffered two losses to
the Golden Eaglettes in regular
season.
I have to say that after staring
at fields of cows for hours on end,
it was well worth the travel to see
the team play a great game of basketball that few Eastern fans were
able to enjoy.
Although Eastern chalked up

W

See ROJEK Page 10

Freshman guard Craig Lewis lays the ball in while avoiding Austin Peay forward Trenton Hassell in
Tuesday night's 107-100 playoff win. The first-round OVC Tournament win marked the first in
Eastern's four seasons in the OVC. Eastern will face Murray State in the semi-finals Saturday.

The Panther men's basketball team accomplished something it had never done before Tuesday night - it won an
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament game.
Eastemjoined the OVC in the 1996-97 season and has
qualified for the toumament all fow· seasons, but this is the
first time it will advance to the setnifinalround in Nashville.
Last season, the Panthers finished with an 8-10 conference record. The Panthers tied for the seventh best conference record and were bounced in the first round of the tow·ney by Southeast Missouri State.
fu their 1997-98 campaign, the Panthers finished in second place with a 13-5 le<~eoue record. The Panthers hosted
Tennessee State in the opening round, but were upset by the
Tigers.
Eastem finished in the rniddle of the pack in their inaugural year in the OVC, tying for fifth, but were ejected fi'Om
the towney by Tennessee Tech.
The Panthers entered this season's towney as the No. 3
seed and knocked off fomth-seeded Austin Peay in double
overtime. The Panther'S now have to face top-seeded Mwray
State Saturday at 5 p.m in the setnifinals.
"We are obviously excited," head coach Rick Samuels
said. "1his is a reward for a dedicated gr'Oup of kids."
And the ones who enjoyed the win the most wer-e senior'S
Marc Polite and John Srnith, both of whom have been
around for the thr-ee pr-evious townament losses.
"It means a lotto me to able to persevere and win," Polite
said. "John Smith and I have been waiting for fom· year'S to
be able to go to Nashville."
Polite did his part to ensure the Panther'S seem-ed their
fu'St OVC tomnament win. The forward scor-ed 29 points
and pulled down seven rebounds. Smith added 10 points and
grabbed eight boards.
While Smith and Polite did their part to secure the win, it
almost was not enough. The Panther'S needed two extra periods to dispose of Austin Peay.
"I was definitely getting wonied," Polite said. "It made
yom· stomach knot up. But it also made guys step up and
make big plays. It is so intense because every possession
means something. If tv.ro plays go a differ-ent way, then the
ball game goes a differ-ent way. You have to cherish every
possession and we did a good job of that."

Four teams left to battle for bid to the 'Big Dance'
Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
EndW'ing a grueling preseason
that goes into the regular season,
teams sometimes wonder if it's all
worth it, but now the townament
has statt ed, the months of hard
work have paid off.
The Ohio Valley Conference
townament got under way Tuesday
night with eight teams looking to
realize their dreams of winning the
post-season townament and making it to the "big dance."
Now there are just foW' teams
left to compete for the title of OVC
townament champion. These four
teams are the No.1 seed Munay
State, No.2 seed Southeast
Missowi State, No. 4 seed Eastern
Illinois, and No. 6 seed Middle
Tennessee.
With the Racers and the Indians
coming in as the No.1 and No.2
seeds respectively, they come into
the Final FoW' of the OVC tomnament as the favorites . But after last
night's action, OVC fans found out
anything can happen.
In Middle Tennessee's game
with Tennessee Tech, the Blue
Raiders came in as huge underdogs, but they pulled off the upset,

beating the No. 3 Golden Eagles
87-70.
Tennessee Tech couldn't stop
center Lee Nossee. The junior
notched a career-high with 32
points on the night, and he also
used his size inside to gr-ab nine
rebounds.
Nossee's teammates did the
rest, as they shot 59 percent fi·om
the floor, and held the Golden
Eagles to just 34 percent shooting.
For Tennessee Tech, guard Josh
Heard had a team high 17 points.
Meeting the Blue Raiders in the
semifinals will be Southeast
MissoW'i State. The Indians just
barely got by No.7 seed TennesseeMartin. The Skyhaw ks were dow n
15 points with just under 16 rninutes left, but went on a 20-9 run,
and actually had the lead for a few
minutes .
After trading the lead back and
forth in the last seven minutes, the
game ended w hen TennesseeMartin's Okechi Egbe missed a
desperation three that would have
won the game.
The fudians were led by point
guard Michael Stokes, who had 20
points and six assists on the night.
He was helped on the night by
junior Antonio Short, who chipped

18 points for Southeast Missowi
fu other OVC action that bordered on unbelievable, Austin Peay
guard Nick Stapleton had a
Governor-high 29 points, while hitting three three-pointers at the end
of regulation to send the game into
overtime.
His efforts were not enough as
the Panther'S pulled out the double
overtime win 107-100.
Eastern was led by senior Marc
Polite and junior Kyle Hill, both
scoring 29 points on the night. The
two combined for 13 of the
Panthers 16 points in the second
overtime.
Eastern's opponent Saturday
night will be Mw1·ay State. The
Racer'S were the only team that had
an easy go of it on Tuesday, beating
Tennes see State 83-58. After a 160 nm to end the first half Mwray
State never looked back as they
lived up to their No. 1 seed in the
townament.
Aubrey Reese did what he has
done all season long for the Racers,
scoring a game-high 24 points to
go along with his seven rebounds,
six assists and three steals. Ray
Cunningham and Isaac Spencer
pitched in to score 22 and 14
respectively.

2000 Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Bracket
Feb. 29
(quarterfinal games
played at higher seed)

March 4

Semifinals and final played
at Gaylord Entertainmet Center

#1 Murray State
vs.
#8 Tennessee St.

Murray State

#4 East ern
vs.
#5 Austin Peay

Easte rn

#2 SEMissouri
vs.
#7 Tenn-Martin

#3 Tennessee Tech
vs.
#6 Middle Tenn.

March 5

SE Missouri

Middle Tenn.

OVC Champion
and
NCAA qualifier
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That's all the baseball team wants...
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer

espite struting the 2000 season
losing its first three grunes
Eastem's baseball team, which
has won the last tv.ro Ohio Valley
Conference titles, is still looking for a little
respect.
The Panthers were picked in a recent poll
conducted by the OVC coaches to finish
third in the league.
Eastem is picked to finish behind conference rivals Middle Tennessee and Eastem
Kentucky.
" It was more of a shock than anything to
the veterans on the terun, but preseason polls
really won't mean that much when we play
them on the last weekend of the season,"
sh01t stop David Mikes said.
Although the Panthers have won over 30
grunes in each of the last two seasons and
were three wins away from the College
World Series last yeru·, they still have not
received the respect that they think they
deserve.
"These rankings make us want to beat the
teruns ahead of us even more," rightfielder

D

Keith Laski said. "Just because one
terun got one good player, that doesn't mean
that they are automatically going to win conference."
That one player Laski is refenmg to is
Middle Tennessee pitcher Jason Moates. The
junior transfened fi:om Alabruna University
and is expected to be a force in the Blue
Raider rotation.
Even with the addition of Moates the
Panthers still do not think Middle Tennessee
will have enough to overtake their conference crown.
"I think that just because Middle
Tennessee got just one pitcher in Moates a
lot of coaches thought that they would win
conference," Mikes said.
"I think we have enough pitching in our entire
staff to be in a real good situation this season
"With guys like Lru·son who is definitely
a vety good pitcher and other guys on the
staff like (Pete) Mrutin, (Ryan) Cw1y, (Jon)
McBrayer, (John) Hensley, and (Mike) Ziroli
we have enough talent to match up with anyone in the conference."
Not only does Eastem not get the respect
of the OVC, but they also have not gotten the
national recognition that they have come to

expect. Especially with big wins
last year at the NCAA regional against the
Arizona Wildcats.
With close calls against Baylor University
last year competitive grunes against against
the Kentucky this yeru· the Panthers will look
to gain some recognition on a national level.
"If you look at those prut iculru· conferences like the Pac-10, they always have one
or two teams in the top 25 evety yeru·," Laski
said. "The winner of ow· conference doesn't
even get a vote, and I think that totally shows
a lack of disrespect.
"I think that when you play in big grunes
like the one against Arizona or Baylor you
get a feel for the type of competition that's
out there, and I think we fit right in."
Even though the Panthers ru·e retuming
five stattet'S they ru·e a very inexperienced
terun. Eastem will have to look to playet·s
such as Mikes and Laski to lead them in its
quest of a third straight conference title, and
possibly back to the NCAA Regional.
"I would hope that some of the younger
guys and some of the new guys would look
to me if they needed some help with something," Mikes said.
"Whethet· it be a grune situation or a ques-

tion on something else. I want them to know
that I can help them out.
I've been here and played know for three
yeru'S, and I think it's my job as a senior to
help out in any situation I can, and help us
win grunes."
Even though the season is young the
Panthers have already had some of the veterans helping out some of the playet·s that do
not have the same kind of experience they
have had.
"On Friday night we were in the hotel
and Bob (VanHoorebeck) was asking me
some questions about the signs, and I drew
out a little sheet for him to study," Laski said.
"I think that really helped him out, and those
ru·e the types of things I hope the team can
look to me for."
Even though the Panthers have not gotten
the respect from the conference's coaches,
they will to not wony about what other people say and just go out and play the brand of
baseball that has won them 30 grunes in each
of the past tv.ro seasons.
"You can't let things like this bother you
as a team," catcher TirnAun'ichio said. "You
can't wony about what other teruns think or
how they label you."
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Track teams look to take to the outdoors
By Jeffrey Price
Staff writer

After a disappointing loss early
this week in the Ohio Valley
Conference indoor championship
track and field meet, the men look
fmw ard to taking revenge as they
head from the indoors to the outdoors for competition.
"I hope it plays as a motivating
factor; I know if I were an athlete it
would get me pumped up," men's
coach Tom Akers said.
Larry Abram agreed that the
loss will be in the back of the nmners' minds for a while.
"I think this loss will stick with
people for quite a while; it was a
sick feeling for us," he said.
Abram said he believes it will
improve the work ethic in practice.
"Hopefully this will wake
evetybody up."
Dave Astrauskas, who will
compete in the shot put and discus
this season shared the same sentiments.
"Each athlete should look at
themselves and ask if they have
given their all - being on time and
getting work done at the weight
room," Astrauskas said. "The mind
set is going to change because
evetyone's going to statt working a
lot hat·der."
Fom of the events that will be
added to the outdoor track and
field events that were not events
indoors include the javelin, discus,
10,000-meters, the 400-meter hmdles, the steeple chase and the
4x 100-meter relay.
Many believe that the outdoors
has an advantage, but many believe
the indoors has an advantage as
welL
"The races are a whole lot
quicker on the outside meets than
they m·e on indoor meets," said
Abram.
Justin Young, who fmished second in the high jwnp Monday, felt
a little differently than evetyone
else.
"Indoors are perfect conditions
and indoors m·e ideal conditions,
although sometimes the wind will
help you with yow· jump," Young
said.
Gabe Spezia, who competes in
the 55-meter hmdles will head to
Gainesville, Fla. with Akers today
to compete for a national qualifying time.

Women's team
The women's track and field
team will look to get off to a nm-

ning start this season moving to the
outdoor meet after finishing fowt h
in the OVC chatnpionship meet
Monday.
Head coach John Craft said as
a team they were not satisfied
with a fowth place fmish at the
OVC indoor chatnpionship.
"We want to twn that fowt h
place finish into a third place finish; we want to statt off lightly
and make a gradual climb back,"
Craft said.
"Their spirits are good and
we're just going to use this loss to
build on," he said.
Like the men, cettain events
will be added to the women's outdoor track and field that were not
included on the indoor events.
These events include: the 100meters, 100-meter hmdles, discuss, javelin, 4x100 meter relay,
the 1500-meters, the 10,000 meter
nm, the hammer and the shotput.
"Hopefully I will be connnitted
for the team; I hope to be in the
top three," shotput thrower Keisha
Dunlap said.She will also be competing in the javelin and the discus.
"The discus is much harder,
strength really isn't the key in this
event," said Dunlap.
Dunlap feels that the wind can
help you more outdoors than it
can indoors when you're competing, especially with the hatn1ner
and javelin.
Marissa Bushue, who competes in the long jump and the
triple jump, expects to improve on
outdoors after suffering an ankle
injwy earlier this season.
"You have the weather factor,
and the wind is a little softer on
yom shins,"Bushue said.
Shelly Troha, who competes in
the 3k and the 800-meters, hopes
her and her teammate Lindsey
Speer can finish first and second
as they add the 1500-meters to
their repertoire.
"As a team I think we have a
lot of room to improve. I feel we
can do a lot better with the
10,000-meters and the 4x100. We
will get a whole lot more points,"
Troha said.
Craft will look for improvements outside as well since most
times improve in outdoor meets.
"Indoor tracks are much shmter, and the indoors are tougher on
yom legs it can give you shin
splints," Craft said.
"We've been training for five
months, for a long period of time,
we expect that the outdoor performances should be better.

File Photos
(Top )Sophomore
Cynthia McGee
soars over the
high jump bar in
the Panthers'
meet against
Western Illinois
on Jan. 28.
(Left)
Long jmper
Michael White
flies acorss the
pit in Eastern's
Feb. 18 meet.
Both Panther
teams will use
the outdoor season to improve
on the indoor finishes last weekend at the OVC
indoor championships.
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Tennis team prepares for tough schedule
By Troy Hinkel
Staff writer
With the wmmer weather comes
the sound of tennis balls being hit by
Eastem's tennis temns as they prepm-e
for Ohio Valley Conference competition.
In his second semester ha-e, head
coach Michael Hunt has been prepm·ing his teain since the beginning of
the semester for the tough spring
schedule.
''We stmted practicing as soon as
we got back fi·om sanesta· break,"
Hunt said. ''We have had a slight
problein practicing in the field house
becanse it is really busy this time of
yem: Becanse of this we do not practice as much as I would like to."
The practice has helped improve a
fev.r playa'S gaines while prepm'ing
otha· for the spt'ing schedule.
"I think we ai-e definitely improving as a whole temn," Hunt said.
"Bmb Wolfe, Yovita Widyadhatma
and Kristi Mmtin have all picked up
their gaines, but there is still a long
way to go for both teains."
Both teains return a full roster for
the spring afta· they each added a
playet:
The women's teain gained Becky
Cai·lson while the men gained Kyle
White from Indiaiia State.
"Becky has come in and made a
definite improvement," Hunt said.
''When we recmited her, we thought
she would help us by playing in the
top three, but she has come in and is
playing No. 1 for us and that was a
wondaful smprise while Kyle White
has cmne in and stepped into the
fomth spot for us."
The two of thein ai-e added to an
already potent rosta· that includes five
foreign playa'S.
Dinali DeSilva (Sri Lanka) and
Yovita Widyadhatma (Indonesia)
play on the woman's teain while

Mandy Marshall/ Photo editor
Yovita Wldyadharma, from left, Matt Sadler, Sergey Mirnov, Dinali DeSilva and Lukasz Pluta represent Eastern's recruiting connectoins from other countries.
Sergey Mirnov (Russia), Lukasz
Pluta (Poland) and Matt Sadler
(British Colmnbia) play with the
men.
These five playa'S help raise the
level of competitiveness for Eastem
''We Caii get a higha·Ievel of playa'S internationally because in the U.S.
evetyone wants to play for bigga·
schools, like in the SEC or Big Ten,
instead of smaller schools like
Eastetn," Hunt said. ''We v.rill rectuit
wha-ever we Caii get the best student
athletes."
All of the foreign-hom playa'S
Caine to Eastan for diffa-ent reasons.

"I made a tape and sent it here and
by looking at the tape they gave me
proposals for scholarship offers,"
fi-eshman Lukasz Pluta said. ''The
coach was vay nice, so I decided to
come here."
Sergey Mimov, Caine to Eastan
becanse of fumily reasons.
"I researched Eastem on the
Intemet and my futha· and I decided I
should come here," Mimov said.
Mitnov's futher teaches in Califomia,
so they ai-e both in the States.
With the exception of the two new
playa'S for Spt'ing, the team retutns all
of its top playet'S fi'Om full.

"(For the women)Becky has
pushed people down, while the possible loss of Rachel Wright for the season hmts om· depth," Hunt said.
"She was all-confa-ence and om·
only senior; her leada'Ship will be
missed.
''On the men's side, Kyle White
has come in and stepped into the
foUith spot for us and we have a log
jain in the sixth spot with Sagey
Mimov, Zach Vaughn and Jeff
Rhodes all competing," Hunt said
''On any given day I can't tell you
who v.rill play six."
The tough OVC competition will

be the testainent upon how good the
teains m-e, but with only two juniot'S
and no seniot'S on the men's team and
only one senior and one junior on the
women's temn, both could go through
gl'OWing pains.
''We still have not seen much competition in the OVC and I ain not quite
sure how we will stack up yet," Hunt
said.
"So fur it seeinS illness and injm'ies
have slowed us down and because of
that we at-e not sure where we should
be at but we at-e taking off all ofspt'ing
break and hopefully we Caii heal and
be at full force for the OVC season."

Golf teams looking to tee off ahead of their fall seasons
By Kyle Bauer

behind schedule and the otha· Tennessee and
Kentucky teains, but that is the disadvantage
geographically."
The men's team will have to adapt quickly if
it is going to improve on a full season in which
it finished with tht-ee top 10 finishes in five tom·11a1nents.
''For the first time since we moved to the
OVC, we m·e beating teains," Albaugh said.
''That is why we ai-e optitnistic about the spt'ing."
Heading into the spt'ing, the Pantha'S m-e Cai'rying only two seniot'S on their rosta·. Pat
Golden and Blake Keamey will be given the
responsibilities of leading a fi-eshman-dominatedroster.
''Blake Kearney has the second best scot'ing
avaage in the fall," Albaugh said. ''He has been
ha-e all four yem'S. He was ha-e when the team
ai-e

Sports edttor

The Panther men's and women's golf teains
will have the unenviable task of living up to their
coach's expectations this spt'ing.
Eastan is coming offofthe heels offull season,
which proved to be one of its most successful.
"On the men's side, we made gt-eat stt'ides in
the full and we at-e looking to continue the success," head golf coach Jay Albaugh said. ''On the
women's side we lowet-ed the team stt'Oke by 15
shots, but we still have a long way to go."
The stait of the season is closely approaching, and Albatlgh ah-eady finds that his team is
behind otha· Ohio Valley Conference teains.
''Last week was the fu'St week wa-e outside,"
he said. ''The weather was not in our fuvor. We

r

was not that good. Now he is surrounded by a lot
of talent and has expet'ienced some betta· tom·Ilainent results."
Eastan now has seven undadassmen on its
1O-man roster, making the expet'ience fuctor all
the mot-e impottant, but that does not seein to be
bothet'ing anyone on the team
''I t-ectuited most of these guys and told thein
that they wa-e going to be the building blocks of
the team. I don't think we have seen our best golf
yet. By the titne confa-ence comes m·ound in
Apti.l, we will hopefully be doing betta· than in
the fall," Albatlgh said.
The women's team did not enjoy as much
success as the men's temn, but it is still making
strides in the tight direction.
''They m·e about the Saine as the men,"
Albatlgh said. ''We expa'ienced s0111e betta·

results. In confa-ence, we wa-e so fur behind otha·
schools so tha-e was so much gt'OUlld to make up
and you just don't do that in one season."
The Pantha'S gained some gt'Ound this fall,
but still have some wotk to do. The women's
team's best finish was ninth place in the 18-team
ISU Redbird Classic. But the temn also expa'ienced its shai·e of setbacks, finishing 16th out of
16 in the Lady Rebel Inta-collegiate and seventh
out of nine temns at both the Lady Pantha·
Invitational and the Lady Bulldog
Intercollegiate.
''Both temns will be bette!~" Albaugh said
"My goal when I took ova· the pt'Ogtcun was to
get better. We m-e not going to go fi'Omlast place
to fu'St in one season. With both squads being so
yoUllg, it is tough to win confa-ence, but anything Caii happen ova· a two or tht-ee day paiod."
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5 •7 pm Pizza by the slice $.50
Call to book your functions
Never a Cover • Dance Floor w/DJ
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Qualex team.
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Bring your upbeat team spirit to Qwlex
Inc., Ameria'slargest uhighest quality
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LittleJohnny, age7, after making
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He still has more money than
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Baseball

Softball

JVIar.
18
Sout:heast: lVIissouri * (2) 1pm.
19
Sout:heast: JVIissouri *
1pm
22
Indiana St:at:e
2pm
25
JVIurray St:at:e * (2)
1pm
26
JVIurray St:at:e *
1pm
Apr.
8
9
11
12
18

Tennessee Tech * (2)
Tennessee Tech *
Saint: Louis
Bradley (2)
lllinois

1pm
1pm
3pm
1pm
3pm

JVIay
3
Wisconsin-lVIilvvaukee (2)
7
lllinois St:at:e (2)
9
ITJPU-Indianapolis
13 JVIiddle Tennessee* (2)
14 JVIiddle Tennessee *

1pm
1pm
3pm
1pm
1pm

Mar.
Southern Dlinois (2)
29
Indiana State (2)
30

4pm
4pm

Apr.
1
2
4
15
16
25
29
30

3pm
1pm
4pm
3pm
1pm
3pm
1pm
1pm

Tennessee State * (2)
Tennessee State *
IUPU-Indianapolis (2)
Morehead State * (2)
Morehead State *
Depaul (2)
Middle Tennessee * (2)
Middle Tennessee *

May
4 Southeast Missouri * (2) 4pm

Track& Field

Tennis
Mar.
29
31

Bradley (MIW)
UT-Martin * (MIW)

2pm
2pm

Apr.
12

Evansville (M)

4pm

Vision

Apr.
6-8 Big Blue Classic & Multi's (MIW)
25-26 Mid Week Meet (MIW)

If you're reading this ...
10 tans for

$24

580 W. lincoln Ave.
Charleston. ll 61920

lJr. Scott Clarke

so

Buy any lotion
get a tan
package 1/2 OFF

605 Momoe
North side of

the square

217/348-0800

Terry's
Clip & Chip

Barber & Golf Shop
ca ll for an appointment

345-6325
807 Madison, Charleston
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Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
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